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DIRECTOR’S FOREWORD
As the director of MFA, it is my pleasure to welcome the
reader. I recommend browsing the present yearbook which
continues the series of the former ones and contains results
achieved in 2017.
2017 was an extremely successful year for MFA from the
point of projects gained and infrastructure renewed. Also
the results of our colleagues were appreciated by different
authorities and prize committees. However, we faced a
strong ‘brain drain’ by the industry, which led to a situation
that some of the Ph.D. students did not even finish their
Ph.D., just changed for a job at some industries. This is
completely new in our institute. The increasing load need of
the industry coincides with the fact that the academic starting salaries are very low
thus led to a situation in which the number of applicants for a Ph.D. position has
decreased. As a director, I do my best to call the attention of the Academy of Sciences
for this very serious problem. I am sure that our Academy should and could improve
that situation with the help of the government.
In 2017, the most honourable event was the successful organization of the 15th
Conference & Exhibition of the European Ceramic Society (ECerS2017) by co-
workers of the institute. Inside the top organization board there were two colleagues,
Dr. Cs. Balázsi and Dr. K. Balázsi as chair and co-chair. Number of participants was
about 800, there were even two satellite courses organised in our research centre, one
of them exactly in MFA.
We are extremely proud on numerous groups headed by young contemporaries, many
of them honoured by financing agencies.  One of such financed “Lendület”
(“Momentum”) research group was the Novel 2D materials group led by Dr. Levente
Tapasztó (also running an ERC Starting Grant NanoFab2D), which got to the end of
the contract period and, accordingly, was subjected to an official audit. In that
procedure, the group has received “Outstanding” qualification from the Academy of
Sciences, which also meant that the previous extra support became part of the
institute’s annual subvention. Another excellent young researcher, Dr. Péter Nemes-
Incze returned from Germany applied for a “Lendület” project and his application
was also awarded by the Academy of Sciences. He made the first steps in 2017 in
order to form a new research group for Topological Nanostructures. Both of the
above groups made successful investment into new equipment, namely, a high-
vacuum, low-temperature STM arrived at the Nanostructures Laboratory.
The Institute works under the Quality assurance system ISO 9001: 2008. In this
system, scientific publications are considered as products. Therefore, we make a sum-
up of them each year. Fortunately, the scientific level of MFA’s publications/impact
has increased again and the researchers receive more and more independent citations
year by year. I would like to congratulate here our colleague Dr. Attila Szolnoki, who
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achieved the record number of independent citations in 2017 actually over 1200
citations. Cooperation with industrial partners has a growing importance in the life of
MFA. Our researchers participated actively in development of robotic minimal
invasive surgery tool by their tactile sensors and finished the ECSEL INCITE project
with great success. We also participate actively in R&D processes with the
participation of Hungarian industrial firms. MFA clearly wants to show that the
research conducted by the institute also benefits for the society. Therefore, each year
we organise an Open Day, when everyone can take a personal visit to the institute and
listen talks on the latest activity and even visit some laboratories. MFA organises
scientific seminar talks weekly and those lectures are also open to the public. We are
proud for the one-week summer school for high-school students, when they also get a
chance to work inside our laboratories. It is our mission to help them and orient them
when they choose subjects for their university studies.
Renewal of our infrastructure ran successfully in 2017 as well. A new project in order
to purchase a four-tube diffusion furnace for the clean room of our Microtechnology
Department was awarded by NKFIH (National Research, Development and
Innovation Office) and by the Ministry of National Economy. The complicated public
tendering procedure is in progress. Another investment for a new dual beam
(FIB+SEM) system is also in the tendering phase and will be covered by similar
support of our ministry.
The tender for a new sputtering unit was already successfully carried out and the
contract is signed. A large research project on renewable energy started in a
consortium in the second half of 2017.
I congratulate to my colleagues: Dr. Gábor Battistig, was awarded by the Knight's
Cross of Order of Merit of Hungary. Dr. Zoltán Juhász received the Hungarian
Heritage Award. Very exceptionally 2017 was the second year in a row when the
Physics Grand Prize of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences went to our institute,
now to our Dr. Attila Szolnoki. Dr. Gábor Battistig and Dr. Zsolt Endre Horváth
defended their Thesis for the Doctor of Academy (D.Sc.) title. We are also proud of
those five Ph.D. students, who were supervised by colleagues at MFA and defended
their thesis successfully in 2017 and got the Ph.D. degree from different universities.
Dr. Levente Tapasztó became member of European Academy of Sciences and Arts,
while Dr. József Gyulai (one of our former directors) was elected as member of
Academia Europaea; both we also consider as a distinction for our institute.
I hope that the Readers of this yearbook will find further interesting details on the
following pages. Here I note that the former MFA Yearbooks are available
electronically at http://www.mfa.kfki.hu/hu/yearbook/
Budapest, April 10st, 2017





Key Financial Figures of MFA
The turnover realised by the institute (and in general by the members of the
Hungarian academic research network) always reflect the national and international
political and financial system. The domestic subsidies did not change in the last few
years. There is a certain periodicity in the income of the institute based on the
changes by the domestic grant management system, and also by the European
Commission’s research schemes (FP6, FP7 and now H2020). In late 2016 the
Hungarian Ministry of Economics and also the National Office for Research and
Development restarted the R&D programs aiming mainly the structural, investment
and application based grants. It resulted in several large new infrastructure projects
starting in 2017, in which our institute gained its share for material and sensor
research.
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Since 2015 MFA is part of the Centre of Energy Research. Financial issues regarding
our grants started in the Research Centre for Natural Science, following our
reorganization were not closed, not till the beginning of 2018!
Although part of the financial data is now accessible via the Academy’s reporting
system (Köpeny) our operation is still not transparent, our financial status completely
not plannable, totally unpredictable by our own grant administration group. We still
do not have access to authentic budget and accounting; all the data for 2015-2017 are
based upon our own estimates.
Despite all these, we can call 2017 a successful year. Scientific achievements were
granted with new financial sources both from national and international authorities.
By the end of the year our income reached the high value of 1.6 billion HUF.  But the
values can be misleading, part of the income in 2016 and in 2017 results from 3-4
years grants recieving all their financial support at the beginning of the project.
Publications and Citations of MFA
According to the Thomson-Reuters ISI "Web of Knowledge", and MTMT databases,
the Institute has an average publication activity of ca. 100 scientific papers in IF
journals a year. It seems however, that in 2017 our researchers published a little bit
lower number of papers in journals with higher impact factor.
MFA and its predecessor’s publications
The complete 2017 publication list of MFA – with considerably more titles than listed
by the ISI Web of Science and MTMT – is included at the end of this yearbook. A
good measure of recognition of MFA’s scientific activity is the h-index of 81.
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MFA and its predecessor’s citations
Prizes and Distinctions
BATTISTIG, Gábor Knight's Cross of Order of Merit of Hungary
SZOLNOKI, Attila Physics Grand prize of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
JUHÁSZ, Zoltán Hungarian Heritage Award
BALÁZSI, Katalin Zoltán Gyulai Award
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SZOLNOKI, Attila
Recognition for reviewer from Royal Society
Outstanding Reviewer from New J. Phys. IOP EPL
“Highlights 2016” -A compilation of the best papers
published within the last year”
PÁLINKÁS, András
European Materials Research Society  Young Scientist
Award
MTA EK Young scientist prize
GERGELY, György
Ruby diploma (honorary diploma after 70 years of
graduation) of the Technical University of Budapest
VANCSÓ, Péter Academia Europaea Burgen Scholar Excellence Award
CORA, Ildikó MFA Prize (Postdoctoral)
TAPASZTÓ, Orsolya MFA Prize (Postdoctoral)
PISZTER, Gábor MFA Prize (Ph.D. student)
BÍRÓ, Ferenc MFA Prize (Ph.D. student)
NAGY, Attila MFA Prize (Excellent science support)
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HIGHLIGHTS
Force feedback and tactile sensing for Robin Heart Surgical
Robot
(Intelligent Catheters in Advanced Systems for Interventions,
ENIAC INCITE 621278, NEMZ_12-1-2014-0005)
J. Radó, Cs. Dücs, P. Földesy, Kamil Rohr, Z. Nawrat, and P. Fürjes
Minimally invasive robotic surgery (MIS) offers several advantages for the patients,
although the lack of sensory feedback for the surgeon is one of the main barriers in its
progress and widespread application. Gathering immediate multi-parametric
information about the physical and anatomic conditions of tissues is crucial for the
operator to precisely control the robotic actions. “Smart” laparoscopes with integrated
MEMS sensors can provide such feedback and to improve the safety of these
interventions.
Our goal was to develop a novel smart laparoscope for surgery robots with integrated
3D force sensors inside the grasper and also on the tip of the device to measure the
gripping strength and to provide tactile information about the different organs and
tissues touched.
Force sensor chips for force feedback and tactile sensing applications
Piezo-resistive transduction principle is used to design and fabricate the 3D force
chips. Accordingly, the piezoresistors were formed in the device layer of the SOI
substrate wafer by ion implantations. Deformable membranes were formed by DRIE
(deep reactive ion etching) process to minimize the lateral size of the chips. The SOI
wafers provide uniform membrane thickness over the whole wafer. Anodic wafer
bonding was applied to integrate the active Si to borosilicate glass for parallel
formation of rigid substrate and ohmic contact between piezo-resistors embedded in
the Si element and wire bonding pads on boron glass. The fabricated force sensor
chips are shown in Fig. 1.
Electro-mechanical and system level integration
Two 3D MEMS force sensors were integrated in the laparoscopic head on a flex-PCB
with dedicated preamplifiers and ADCs forming the pre-processing electronic
circuitry. One sensor chip is on the tip of the lower jaw of the tweezers and the other
one is inside the same element. The electrical connections were produced by wire
bonding according to the architecture of the silicon-glass bonded structure. The
MEMS force and tactile sensors were embedded in flexible polymer covering to
ensure adequate mechanical stability and provide reliable force/load transfer to the
silicon membrane. Fig. 2. shows the packaged sensor array on the flexible PCB.
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Figure 1  Individual force sensor chips:
1×2.5mm
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 chips for head mounted tactile




Figure 2  The flexible PCB with the packaged
sensor array containing the tip mounted
tactile sensor and the force sensor dedicated
for force feedback measurement inside the
laparoscope tweezers.
The laparoscope prototypes were printed by direct metal LASER sintering (DMLS)
from EOS Stainless Steel GP1 medical grade stainless steel. For demonstration and to
check the quality of the cast coverage, transparent silicone was used, whereas in the
final prototypes black, medical grade colorant masterbatch was mixed in silicone to
eliminate the effect of light on the noise, stability and accuracy of the piezoresistors in
the MEMS chips.
Figure 3  The medical grade stainless steel laparoscopic tweezers with the integrated
electronics covered in the (transparent) flexible biocompatible elastomer.
The developed MIS tool was mounted on the robotic arm, and the robot control as
well as the sensing capability were analysed using the force feedback. The fabricated
stainless steel tweezers were integrated into the mechatronic system of the proposed
smart laparoscope tool. The full functional laparoscopes are capable to drive the
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tweezers by motor and transfer the electronic signals from the signal processing
electronics to the I2C-CAN communication board.
RobinHeart Minimal Invasive Surgery robot with force / tactile feedback
The laparoscope was fixed on the arm of the ROBIN HEART surgery robot and
connected to the manipulator via CAN BUS communication. Preliminary tests were
accomplished to evaluate the force and tactile signals of the integrated sensors during
interventions. The information was successfully applied to provide haptic feedback
for the operator by a specific controller (Fig. 4). In the preliminary test the signals of
both sensors were utilized to control the movement of the arm and the jaw of the
gripper. When the laparoscope touches a surface and the emerging force in the tip
tactile sensor reaches a pre-set value, an actuation routine stops the forward
movement, regardless the actions of the operator with the manipulator head (Fig. 4.)
Tactile measurements were also implemented on artificial and real animal tissues to
prove the applicability of the device for biomechanical screening during MIS surgery.
Figure 4  „Smart laparoscopes” integrated in the ROBIN HEART surgery robot systems.
Summary
In this work the project partners demonstrated the design and manufacturing of the
MEMS force sensors, the near-chip signal pre-processing and digital communication
electronics, reliable electrical and mechanical packaging of all components and
mainly the functional validation of the integrated sensor array system. The
functionality of the electronics components were validated and the whole laparoscope
mounted sensor system (including the electronics) was integrated with the robot
control systems. By integration of this “smart” tool into the surgery robot system an
advanced human-machine synergy was demonstrated applying two-directional haptic
control. The first demonstration of force feedback in ROBIN HEART robotic surgery
system was successfully achieved.
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Corrosion resistance of nano-sized SiC-rich composite coatings
produced by noble gas ion mixing [108]
A.S. Rácz, Zs. Kerner, A. Németh, P. Panjan, L. Péter, A. Sulyok, G. Vértesy,
Zs. Zolnai, and M. Menyhárd
Silicon carbide (SiC) is a material that has attracted considerable interest for a long
time, particularly due to its high temperature strength, thermal shock resistance, good
thermal conductivity and its inertness to exposure in corrosive environments. In thin
film form SiC is used in micro/nano-electromechanical system (M/NEMS) which are
operating in harsh-environments e.g. automotive and aerospace applications such
combustion processes or gas turbine control. Different methods can be used for
producing SiC thin films e.g.: physical and chemical vapour deposition. However
these methods need elevated temperature which might be disadvantageous by certain
substrates. Ion beam mixing might also be used to overcome the high activation
barrier of the compound formation since it creates far from equilibrium conditions,
where the apparent activation barrier might be much lower.
We have applied noble gas Ar+ and Xe+ ion irradiation on different C/Si/C/Si/C/Si
(substrate) multilayer structures (with individual layer thicknesses falling in the range
of 10-20 nm). The irradiation took place at room temperature in the energy and
fluence ranges of 40-120 keV and 1-6x1016 ion/cm2, respectively. The effects of ion
irradiation including the in-depth distribution of the SiC produced was determined by
AES depth profiling. The thickness of the SiC-rich region was only some nanometers
and it could be tailored by changing the layer structure and/or the ion irradiation
conditions.
Fig. 1 presents the effect of the ion irradiation process on a 6x1016 Ar+/cm2, 40 keV
irradiated sample.
Figure 1  AES depth profiles of the (a) pristine, and (b) irradiated (6x1016 Ar+/cm2, 40keV).
An AES depth profile is also shown of a non-irradiated sample as a comparison
(Fig. 1a). In this case all initial interfaces are sharp but due to irradiation serious
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changes occur. The first Si layer (below the topmost C layer) practically disappears; it
was consumed by the SiC production. On the other hand, only a part of the second Si
layer was converted to SiC. This can be understood considering the projected range of
the 40 keV Ar+ being about 40 nm. The last carbon layer remained more or less
untouched. Considering the shape of the SiC distribution e.g. at 50 and 70 nm one can
conclude that the SiC is growing from the Si/C interface.
To check the corrosion resistance of the SiC rich layer potentiodynamic
electrochemical test in 4M KOH solution were performed. The potentiodynamic
corrosion test provides the quantitative characterization of the coating layer. The
measured corrosion resistance of the SiC-rich layers was orders of magnitude better
than that of pure silicon. To find the correlation between the amount of SiC and
corrosion resistance a new quantity, the effective areal density, was introduced. Fig. 2
shows that a reasonable correlation between these two quantities has been established.
In this way a connection between IBM and the corrosion resistance of the layer was
given. Since the amount and distribution of SiC can be determined by TRIDYN
simulation [G. Battistig, et al., J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 2016, 49, 185303-185311] one
can predict the corrosion resistance for given sample and irradiation conditions. The
method thus can be utilized to make tailored SiC coatings for e.g. sensors operating in
harsh environments.
Figure 2  Corrosion rate vs effective areal density.
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EVENTS
The 15th Conference & Exhibition of the European Ceramic Society (ECerS2017,
www.ecers2017.eu) was held in Budapest, between 9 and 13 July 2017, truly one of
the most important world ceramic events. For the first time, the Conference was
organized jointly by two member societies namely the Hungarian Scientific Society
of the Silicate Industry (SZTE) and the Turkish Ceramic Society (TCR).
Since the first ECerS Conference in 1989, the tremendous growth in interest and
participation from ceramic communities has made the ECerS Conference a globally
popular venue for scientists, artists, students and industrialists willing to have a direct
access to one of the largest community of international experts of ceramic art, science
and technology.
Opening Ceremony of ECers2017 conference, from left to right: Prof. Alpagut Kara (TCR,
co-chair), Dr. Csaba Balázsi (MTA EK, chair), Mr. Moritz von Wintzleben (ECers
president 2017-2019), Prof. Pavol Sajgalik (ECers president 2015-2017), Prof. Servet
Turan (TCR, chair), Dr. Katalin Balázsi (MTA EK MFA, co-chair), Mr. István Asztalos
(SZTE president).
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Institute Director Dr. Béla Pécz co-chaired one of the ECerS2017 satellite events
„New Frontiers on the Ceramic Characterization Techniques„ which covered
measurement techniques, reliability, and problems associated with this testing method
of ceramic materials with respect to different microscopic techniques. The further aim
of the event was to visit the Centre for Energy Research, Institute for Technical
Physics and Materials Science, which has been utilized as a microscopic laboratory
for research and various industrial and medical applications of ceramics.
Our former director József Gyulai is not
only ordinary member of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences, but was elected as
member of Academia Europaea in 2017.
He is shown giving his talk in the photo
above.
Gábor Battistig, was
awarded by the Knight's
Cross of Order of Merit






Nanostructures Laboratory & 2D ‘Lendület’ Research Group
Head: Dr. Levente TAPASZTÓ, Ph.D., senior research fellow
Research Staff
• Zsolt Endre HORVÁTH, D.Sc.,
Deputy Head of Laboratory
• Prof. László Péter BIRÓ, Corr. Member
of the HAS
• Gergely DOBRIK, Ph.D.
• Krisztián KERTÉSZ, Ph.D.
• Antal Adolf KOÓS, Ph.D.
• Géza István MÁRK, Ph.D.
• Péter NEMES-INCZE, Ph.D.
• Zoltán OSVÁTH, Ph.D.
• Péter SÜLE, Ph.D.
• Péter VANCSÓ, Ph.D. (on leave)
Ph.D. students / Diploma workers
• Péter KUN, Ph.D. student
• Gábor Zsolt MAGDA, Ph.D. student
• András PÁLINKÁS, Ph.D. student
• János PET, Ph.D. student
• Gábor PISZTER, Ph.D. student
Main expertise of the Nanostructures Laboratory lies in synthesis and atomic scale
characterization of various nanostructures. In recent years, research efforts were
focused on two-dimensional (2D) materials. Research areas cover synthesis of various
2D crystals, their characterization with atomic resolution, and nanoengineering.
Furthermore, studying electronic properties thereof, and  fabrication of proof of
concept electronic devices based on 2D materials and their nanostructures. Most
intensively invetigated materials are: graphene, dichaclogenide single layers of
various transition metals, layered topological insulator crystals, as well as photonic
nanoarchitectures of biological origin.
Important results from 2017:
- Demonstrated was that 2D MoS2-xOx crystals synthesized by us, display a
substantially increased catalyitic activity in hydrogen evolution reaction as compared
with pure 2D MoS2 phase. We have also shown that the increased catalytic activity
can be attributed to the single atomic oxygen substitution sites.
- By atomic resolution STM measurements, interaction effects in chaotic quantum
billiard of Dirac electrons within a graphene nanotriangle of 10 nm side length were
observed.
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Catalytically active single oxygen sites in the basal plane of 2D
MoS2 crystals
(ERC StG NanoFab2D 680263, Lendület LP2014-14)
J. Pet, P. Vancsó, T. Ollár (EK-FKL), P.B. Sorokin (MISis-Moscow), and L. Tapasztó
A major objective in catalysis is the atomic level identification and control of
catalytically active sites for a specific reaction. Here we propose that this can be
realized in molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) through a simple oxidation process. In
contrast to the generally accepted view of environmentally inert basal plane, we found
that during ambient exposure oxygen gradually incorporates into the basal plane of
two-dimensional (2D) MoS2 crystals by replacing individual sulfur atoms. These O
substitution sites were identified as single-atomic active reaction centers for H2
evolution, extending the catalytic activity of MoS2 crystals from edges over the entire
basal plane. The substitutional oxidation of 2D MoS2 crystals provides a novel
chemical engineering method of unprecedented control to design highly efficient 2D
electrocatalysts with a high density of single-atomic active basal plane sites.
We have investigated the catalytic activity of 2D MoS2-xOx crystals for the
electrochemical hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). Polarization curves (I-E) on both
MoS2-xOx and MoS2 single layers were measured. This way, catalytic activity of the
very same flake both with and without O substitution sites in the basal plane
manifested itself, as revealed by STM characterization.
Figure 1  Catalytic activity of 2D MoS2-xOx in the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER).
Linear sweep voltammograms (a) and the corresponding Tafel plots (b) for: Au substrate,
MoS2 single layer, MoS2-xOx single layer, and Pt substrate, revealing the significantly
higher catalytic activity of the 2D oxy-sulfide phase as compared to the pure MoS2 phase,
attributed to the novel catalytically active oxygen substitutional sites incorporated into the
basal plane during the ambient exposure.
Measured polarization curves and the corresponding Tafel plots shown in Fig. 1
evidence a highly increased catalytic HER activity of the 2D MoS2-xOx solid solution
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crystals, as compared to the reduced pure 2D MoS2 phase. Consequently, this
enhanced catalytic activity can be clearly related to the presence of substitutional O
sites. STM measurements following the catalysis confirmed that structural integrity of
the 2D MoS2-xOx crystals was preserved even after several hundreds of cycles. Our
DFT calculations in accordance with the literature show that the mid-gap states
characteristic to S vacancies that are proposed to play an important role in catalytic
activity are absent for oxygen substitution sites (Fig. 2). In this light, it might seem
surprising that O substitution sites still display a similar or even higher catalytic
activity as S vacancies. A possible explanation is that a different mechanism is
responsible for enhancing the catalytic activity of the O saturated vacancies. The
Bader charge analysis (Fig. 2) reveals a strong acceptor type behavior of the O
substitution sites, implying a local negative charge surplus of about - 0.88 e. This,
combined with the experimentally measured overall n-doping of the flakes imply the
presence of highly localized negative charges on the O substitution sites, which,
through electrostatic interaction, can enhance binding of protons. Furthermore, after
the charge transfer, neutral hydrogen atoms are less attracted to the O sites,
facilitating their release for the subsequent recombination step to H2.
Figure 2  Calculated DFT band structure of the, sulfur vacancy site MoS2-VS, and oxygen
substitution site MoS2-VS-O. Bader charge analysis of the Mo64S127O surface revealing the
electron acceptor nature of the O substitution site characterized by -0.88e excess negative
charge.
Understanding catalytic processes is a highly challenging task, in big part due to the
complexity of the systems experimentally investigated being in strong contrast to the
idealized theoretical models. 2D MoS2-xOx provides an ideal model system for
understanding atomic level relations between active sites and catalytic HER activity,
as it is characterized by a single type of active site. The site with experimentally
known atomic structure, while edges and previously investigated more disordered
MoS2 structures can host a variety of active sites with complex atomic configurations
and often little experimental insight into their precise atomic nature. These findings
clearly evidence that the substitutional oxidation process of the MoS2 basal plane
reported here can open new routes for engineering 2D electro-catalysts with single
oxygen atom active sites of a much higher site density than previously achieved for
individual hetero-atom catalysts.
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Observation of large band gap modification in single-layer
MoS2 due to formation of nanobubbles
(Lendület LP2014, ERC StG NanoFab2D 680263, OTKA K 108753,
Korea-Hungary Joint Laboratory)
J. Pet, G. Dobrik, P. Nemes-Incze, G. Kukucska, J. Koltai (ELTE), and L. Tapasztó
The family of transition metal dichalcogenides has received much research interest in
the last few years owing to unique properties when stripped to only one layer. Some
of the members exhibit semiconductor behavior with a direct bandgap (MoS2, MoSe2,
WS2 etc.), which makes them particularly useful in electronic and optoelectronic
applications. In case of direct band gap materials, as there is no need for a
simultaneous photon-electron-phonon interaction, quantum efficiency can increase
even by a factor of 104. In order to fully exploit the potential of these materials in
future applications however, it is necessary to find ways to tune the bandgap. One of
the promising methods to accomplish this task is engineering the band gap by
applying mechanical strain to the 2D crystal structure. This allows us to make a fully
reversible change of the band gap that leaves chemical composition intact. DFT
calculations predict a band gap decrease of 0.2 eV for 1% strain. The method can be
effective if the application of considerable strain is possible. Our investigations
revealed that highly strained areas naturally occur within MoS2 single layers upon van
der Waals interaction with substrates. The contamination trapped at the interface is
squeezed into nanoscale bubbles by the van der Waals forces.  The pressure in such
nanobubbles can reach high values, which imparts a significant mechanical strain to
the MoS2 monolayer.
Figure 1  AFM (phase) image of nanobubbles within the MoS2 single layer exfoliated onto
Au (111) substrate. Raman measurements display strong shifts og the MoS2 main peaks
that can be attributed to the  large (1 - 5%) mechanical strain within the bubbles.
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We have also investigated the MoS2 nanobubbles by Scanning Tunneling
Microscopy. The diameter of the bubbles is typically in the 10-300 nm range with an
aspect ratio (h/R) of 0.5 - 1.5. An example can be seen in Fig. 2.
Figure 2  STM image of a nanobuble formed in the MoS2 monolayer on Au (111) substrate
(left). A line profile can be seen in the image and its plot shows the size of the bubble to be
75 nm in diameter with the top of the bubble reaching a 2.5 nm height.
In order to test the theoretically predicted and significant decrease of band gap upon
strain, we performed Tunneling Spectroscopy measurements on the nanobubbles
where deformation of the lattice was significant.
Figure 3  Tunneling spectra at the center of a nanobubble displaying a band gap is only
1-1.1 eV, and the Fermi level shifted out of the gap into the edge of the conduction band.
While the intrinsic bandgap of the strain-free MoS2 monolayer is about 2 eV, the
nanobubble shows only a 1-1.1 eV band gap. Thus the band gap is decreased due to
strain by about 0.9 eV. Our experimental findings clearly evidence that strain
engineering is a very powerful tool also for engineering the band gap of transition
metal dichalcogenides.
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Interaction effects in a chaotic graphene quantum billiard
(EU FP7 GraNaRip 334377, OTKA K 119532)
I. Hagymási (Wigner FK), P. Vancsó, A. Pálinkás, and Z. Osváth
The appearance of two-dimensional materials like graphene has renewed the interest
in the properties of quantum dots and quantum billiards made of these materials. Here
we examined a quadrilateral shaped graphene quantum dot, which is a truncated
triangle having three zigzag and one armchair edges (see Fig. 1a). This peculiar shape
resembles the theoretically well-studied Sinai billiard. In this joint experimental and
theoretical study we use scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and perform
theoretical calculations to understand the experimental results. Our main finding is
that the electron-electron interaction must be taken into account to reproduce the
STM images and the local density of states (LDOS) measurements, which highlight
the important role of the interactions in quantum dots in graphene even at room
temperature.
Figure 1  (a): STM image of the investigated graphene quantum dot. Tunneling
parameters:U = 200 mV, and I = 1 nA. The atomic resolution inset image shows the
crystallographic orientation in the dot. (b): Height profile taken along the line section 1 in
(a), showing monolayer thickness.
Graphene grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) onto electropolished copper
foil was transferred onto a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) substrate using
thermal release tape. Graphene nanostructures were obtained by annealing the
graphene/HOPG sample at 650 °C for two hours in an argon atmosphere. STM and
scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) measurements were performed using a DI
Nanoscope E operating under ambient conditions. Atomic resolution images on the
dot (inset of Fig. 1a) reveal that the nanostructure has three zigzag edges and one
armchair edge.
In Fig. 2 (first row), we can see different superstructure patterns within the quantum
dot measured at various voltages. The well-known (√3×√3)R30° superstructure
(marked by white circles) appears in addition to the atomic structure.
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Figure 2  Topographic STM images within the quantum dot. Each column corresponds to
a different voltage where the measurement was done: (a), (b), and (c) belong to U = 100,
25, and -50 mV, respectively. The first row shows the measured images, the second one
contains the simulated images, while the third row displays the Fourier spectra of the
measured images. The spots inside the white circles in the Fourier spectra are the
components of the (√3×√3)R30° superstructure, while the green circled spots are their
overtones. The noncircled spots correspond to the periodicity of the atomic lattice.
Additionally, stripes parallel to the armchair edge and rings are observed in the
measured STM images. In order to simulate these distinct STM images, a finite
electron-electron interaction was considered. STM images were simulated with the
simple Tersoff-Hamann approximation and by using calculated LDOS of the
interacting system. Taking into account the electron-electron interaction, we can
quantitatively reproduce the measured STM images, including the (√3×√3)R30°
superstructure, the stripes, and the rings at different voltages (Fig. 2, second row).
Fourier spectra of the measured images (Fig. 2, third row) show that the Fourier
components of the (√3×√3)R30° superstructure are always present (inner hexagon,
white circles). Moreover, their harmonics (marked with green circles) appear with
various amplitudes, which results in the formation of different, more complex patterns
in the topography images. The emergence of the harmonics measured by STM is
attributed to Umklapp scattering processes, which serve as a further evidence for the
presence of electron-electron interaction in our system.
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Atomic scale electronic properties of single layer MoSe2
crystals grown on graphite
(János Bolyai Research Scholarship, ERC StG NanoFab2D 680263)
A. A. Koós, Z. Osváth, A. Pálinkás, G. Dobrik, K. Kertész, L. P. Biró, and L. Tapasztó
Unique properties of 2D materials like graphene and transition metal dichalcogenides
offer unprecedented opportunities in a wide range of applications, for example
designing better electronic devices, faster sensors, more efficient catalysts or
optoelectronic devices. The combination of layered materials in hybrid nanostructures
allows us to further improve applicability of these materials. For example, hybrids of
graphene with zero-gap character and semiconducting MoSe2 are expected to become
building blocks of next generation high performance nanoelectronic devices. In order
to understand properties of graphene-MoSe2 hybrids, the MoSe2 sheets were grown
by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) on highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG).
The hetero-structures formed were investigated with Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
(STM) and Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS) at atomic resolution.
The MoSe2 flakes grown on HOPG follow the crystallographic orientation of the
substrate (Fig. 1a). It was found that the apparent height of the flake edges was higher
than the apparent thickness of the flake, which indicates that the electronic properties
at edges are different (Fig. 1b). In order to exclude artifacts due to contamination of
the edges during the CVD growth, we formed freshly cut edges by nanolithography,
and found that the apparent height increase was the same.
Figure 1  a) STM image of a MoSe2 flake grown on HOPG. b) Higher resolution STM
image of a MoSe2 crystal with a cut made by nanolithography. Inset: Height profile along
the black line.
We have investigated the effect of tunneling current and voltage on the quality of
STM images. We found that at negative voltages it was possible to highlight the grain
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boundaries between MoSe2 single crystals. Interestingly, number of visible defects
strongly depended on STM imaging voltage (Fig. 2a-c). This suggests that defect-
localized electronic states of certain energy are present. From tunneling spectroscopy
measurements, it became obvious that at a defect site the conduction band slightly
decreased at defects and a localized defect induced midgap states to appear at about
-600 meV (Fig. 2d). Consequently, defects become visible only when imaging at
negative bias voltages are below -600 meV, in accordance with topographic images.
These effects must be considered during the design of 2D MoSe2-based
nanoelectronic devices.
Figure 2  a-c) Effect of bias voltage on the visibility of MoSe2 defects. The images were
recorded at 200 pA. The voltage was selected -1V (a), -0.5 V (b) and -0.1 V (c),
respectively. (d): STS recorded above MoSe2 flake (blue) and defects (red).
In conclusion, CVD offers the opportunity to produce high quality graphene-2D
MoSe2 heterostructures, their structure and properties, however, should be carefully
investigated when developing reliable applications.
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Novel graphene/Sn and graphene/SnOx hybrid nanostructures:
band gaps revealed by scanning probe measurements
(EU FP7 GraNaRip 334377, OTKA K 119532, TÉT_12_SK-1-2013-0018)
A. Pálinkás, Gy. Molnár, G. Zs. Magda, C. Hwang (KRISS, Korea), L. Tapasztó,
P. Samuely (IEP SAS Slovakia), P. Szabó (IEP SAS Slovakia), and Z. Osváth
Graphene has attracted substantial research interest due to its outstanding properties.
Hybrid nanostructures integrating graphene with metallic or semiconducting
nanoparticles (NPs) could potentially display versatile and tunable properties, as well
as novel or enhanced functionalities arising from the synergy between the properties
of graphene and those of NPs. In this work, graphene covered Sn and SnOx
nanoparticles were synthesized and characterized by AFM, and STM/STS. We
showed that metallic Sn NPs induce electrostatic doping by transferring electrons to
graphene. We also demonstrated that the graphene cover layer prevented oxidation of
tin NPs. Graphene/SnOx hybrid nanostructures were also prepared and the electronic
band gap of SnOx NPs was measured by STS.
Tin was evaporated (7 nm) onto highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) surface.
Due to the low wetting properties, the evaporated tin film self-organized into
nanoparticles. The NPs were covered with CVD-grown graphene, the transfer was
done using thermal release tape method. Later the sample was annealed in electric
furnace at 500 °C for 30 min in Ar atmosphere. The graphene-covered tin NPs were
tested by STM and STS in ambient conditions both before and after annealing. The
STM image in Fig. 1a shows graphene covered closely spaced Sn NPs.
Figure 1  (a): STM topography image of graphene covered Sn NPs. The inset shows an
atomic resolution image of the Sn supported graphene. (b): dI/dV spectra measured at the
positions marked with colored symbols in a) as follows: Sn supported graphene (red),
suspended graphene (black, blue), graphene on HOPG (green). (c): AFM Topography
image of a partially graphene covered area after annealing at 500 °C. The edge of the
graphene is marked with blue line.
STS measurements were carried out on both Sn supported graphene, and graphene
suspended between the Sn NPs. The room temperature STS spectra in Fig. 1b show
that the pre-existing environmental p-doping of graphene (see the HOPG supported
graphene) can be significantly reduced by the Sn NPs, an effect which prevails in the
suspended graphene parts as well.
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After annealing at 500 °C the graphene covered regions transformed drastically, the
NPs merged into nanorods and other new nanostructures (Fig. 1c), while on the
uncovered regions, the sphere-like shape of NPs was preserved. The melting point of
Sn, SnO and SnO2 are at around 230 °C, 1080 °C and 1630 °C, respectively. This
phenomenon demonstrates the shielding efficiency of graphene. When annealing was
performed three month after the initial tin evaporation, and graphene was able to
protect efficiently the Sn NPs from oxidation in this time frame. On the other hand,
non-covered NPs exposed to air oxidized completely, and thus they did not melt
during annealing at 500 °C.
We also prepared a graphene/SnOx nanoparticle hybrid material in the same way,
except that the evaporated Sn NPs were annealed (oxidized) before covering with
graphene. A topographic AFM image of both graphene covered and non-covered NPs
is shown in Fig. 2a. Here, the non-covered NPs are observed in the area between the
two blue lines.
Figure 2  (a): AFM topography of graphene covered SnOx NPs. Graphene edges are
marked with blue lines. (b): Height profiles taken on non-covered (red) and graphene
covered (black) NPs. (c): Tunneling spectra on graphene/HOPG (black) and a graphene
covered SnOx nanoparticle (red). Subtracting the graphitic contribution we obtain the
tunnelling conductance through the NP (inset, blue line), which shows a band gap of 3 eV.
Many nanoparticle groups are observed when graphene is suspended between the
NPs. This is shown, for example in Fig. 2b, where height profiles taken on non-
covered and graphene covered NPs are compared. We investigated the graphene/SnOx
hybrids by STM and STS. The non-covered oxidized nanoparticles could not be
imaged with low voltages (U < 1 V) due to the high electronic band gap of SnOx. In
contrast, graphene covered SnOx NPs could be well investigated using such low bias
voltages also, since graphene immobilizes the NPs and good tunneling conductance is
achieved through it. STS measurements revealed band gaps of 2.7 – 3.2 eV, which are
better observed when subtracting ‘graphenic’ contribution of the current (inset of Fig.
2c). In this setting, graphene facilitates the STM investigation of semiconducting NPs
by fixing them to the substrate and enabling the study of their density of states by
STS.
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Changes in structural and pigmentary colours in response to
cold stress in Polyommatus icarus butterflies
(OTKA K 111741, OTKA K 115724)
K. Kertész, G. Piszter, Z. E. Horváth, Zs. Bálint, and L. P. Biró
While numerous papers investigated effects of thermal stress on the pigmentary
colours of butterfly wings, such studies regarding structural colours were mostly
lacking, despite their important role in sexual communication. To gain insight into the
possible differences between responses of the two kinds of colouration, we
investigated the effect of prolonged cold stress (cooling at 5 °C for up to 62 days) on
the pupae of Polyommatus icarus butterflies. The wing surfaces coloured by photonic
crystal-type nanoarchitectures (dorsal) and by pigments (ventral) showed markedly
different behaviour. On the dorsal wing surface of the males, with blue structural
colouration, a smaller magnitude response was found with much more pronounced
individual variations (Fig. 1a vs. 1b, & Fig. 1e vs. 1f) possibly revealing hidden
genetic variations. The ventral wing surfaces of both sexes exhibited stress responses
proportional in magnitude to the duration of cooling and showed the same trend for
all individuals, irrespective of their sex (Fig. 1c vs. 1d, & Fig. 1g vs. 1h).
Figure 1  Wings of wild butterflies and of butterflies eclosed from pupae subjected to
prolonged cooling at 5 °C in dark. (a): Dorsal forewing of a wild male; (b): dorsal
forewing of a male merged from a pupa cooled for 62 days; (c): ventral forewing of a wild
male; (d): ventral forewing of a male eclosed from a pupa cooled for 62 days; (e): dorsal
hindwing of a wild male; (f): dorsal hindwing of a male emerged from a pupa cooled for
62 days; (g): ventral hindwing of a wild male; (h): ventral hindwing of a male eclosed
from a pupa cooled for 62 days.
The reflectance of the dorsal (blue) wing surfaces (all four wings of each individual)
was measured using UV-VIS spectroscopy. Position of the reflectance maximum in
the blue region (365–432 nm) was located and plotted as a function of the time they
were kept cooled for all the pupae in Fig. 2a. Cold stress for 10 days did not produce
significant deviations in the peak position of the blue reflectance. Cold stress for
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longer durations (>10 days) caused higher deviations from the normal biological
variation of the blue colour of the male P. icarus and induced the appearance of blue
scales on all the females, which have brown dorsal wing surfaces in the wild
population. The possible cause of the shift in the spectral position of the reflectance
maximum may be related to the slight alteration of the dimensions of the photonic
nanoarchitecture, or to changes in the scale arrangement.
Figure 2  (a): Spectral position of the blue reflectance peak for all the investigated
exemplars. Horizontal broken lines indicate the range of wild males with centre at 384 nm
marked by dotted broken line. (b): The averaged quantitative aberration of the ventral
wing surfaces versus the cooling time of the pupae shows linear relationship.
The ventral side of the wing surfaces of both the males and females exhibited similar
complex pigmentation (Fig. 1c and 1g). In fact, this pattern is used by taxonomists to
identify these species. It is possible to assign a certain numerical value to any
deviation (Fig. 1d and 1h) from the standard pattern observed on normal individuals,
enabling quantitative evaluation of the degree of aberration of the pigment colours.
We qualified and coded the wing size, ventral wing-surface colouration and pattern in
comparison with individuals of the control group as a standard. Numerical value of
the aberration was averaged for butterflies eclosed from pupae cooled for the same
number of days, and the results are plotted in Fig. 2b. One may observe that the
quantitative value of the aberration shows a very closely monotonic and linear
variation with the length of the cooling period endured by the pupae.
Clearly, colouration generated by nanoarchitectures and the colouration generated by
pigments reacted differently to the stress produced by prolonged cooling of the pupae.
This finding may be less surprising if one considers that the two processes, scale
formation and pigmentation, are well separated in time, and also perform different
functions in the life of these butterflies. The blue colouration, used for sexual
communication, is much more stress resistant than the pigment-generated pattern of
the ventral wing surface, which is used for camouflage: significantly smaller
magnitude changes were induced by the prolonged cooling in the blue color of the
males, as compared to the alteration of their ventral wing patterns.
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The objectives of the Photonics Department are the preparation as well as the non-
destructive and real time characterization of thin films on large surfaces, in photonic
and complex structures; development of optical and magnetic measurement methods
for the improvement of sensitivity and for the broadening of the range of materials
that can be investigated by these methods; preparation and spectroscopic
characterization of self-organized surface nanostructures; in situ monitoring of solid-
liquid interface processes for the understanding of the adsorption of complex
biomolecules and for the optimization of thin film preparations for sensors.
Some of the major results in 2017:
• A recently developed nondestructive method called Magnetic Adaptive Testing
(MAT), which is based on systematic measurement of minor magnetic hysteresis
loops, was compared to other non-destructive magnetic methods, and it was
proven that the MAT method has a higher sensitivity and a better applicability for
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the characterization of inhomogeneities and sample damage at larger distances
from the surface.
• The MAT method was tested on special samples; based on finite element
calculations it was shown that the non-destructive tool is capable of the
quantitative determination of irregularities in the shape and geometry of the
samples.
• It was proven that the method is capable of the testing the weld quality.
• Single-particle spectroscopy has been developed and applied to control and
understand the effect of the chemical and physical parameters of the colloid
system on the interactions between the gold nanoparticles.
• A capillary bridge method has been developed for the high-sensitivity
measurement of the wetting properties and the related parameters (e.g. cleanliness)
of surfaces.
• Thin films and surface properties of zirconium tubes and plates have been
investigated using spectroscopic ellipsometry for nuclear applications.
• A polarization-based optical method has been developed for the quantitative and
high-sensitivity (on the nanometer scale) determination of film thickness, surface
quality on large areas (up to a square meter), with high resolution (thousands of
pixels) and high speed (seconds). This method is unique for the high-precision and
quantitative mapping of surfaces on such a large scale.
• Electronic sensors have been created from genetically modified bacterial filaments
to test the quality of water.
• Models have been developed for the optical characterization of germanium
nanoparticles embedded in zirconium oxide.
• Correlation has been revealed between the quantity of protein layers on the
nanometer scale deposited on gold films measured by ellipsometry and X-ray
fluorescence.
• The quality and effect of hydrogenation on the thin film properties in silicon-
germanium has been investigated.
• A device has been developed for photoluminescence measurements.
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Detecting patchy nanoparticle assembly at the single-particle
level
(OTKA K 112114, and OTKA K 119532)
S. Pothorszky, D. Zámbó, D. Szekrényes, Z. Hajnal and A. Deák
Patchy colloids allow the development of a spatially inhomogeneous interaction
profile and depending on the number and arrangement of the patches, the valence and
directionality of the interaction can be controlled. Due to their intense light scattering,
noble metal nanoparticles represent an ideal class of model system for the
investigation of self-assembly processes at the single particle level.
Relying on the unique optical properties of the heterodimers composed of a patchy
gold nanorod and a nanosphere, direct, in situ information on the structure of the
assembly can be obtained using single particle scattering spectroscopy combined with
correlative electron microscopy investigations. This combined technique opens the
possibility to correlate optical properties with relative position of the particles in the
heterodimer.  In situ measurements performed in a liquid cell give direct information
about how the self-assembled structure evolves in the aqueous phase (Fig. 1).
Furthermore, both the directing feature of colloidal interactions and immersion type
capillary forces can be investigated separately.
Figure 1  The prepared nanoparticles (top)
and the measurement arrangement
(bottom). The patchy nanorods are first
immobilized on ITO covered substrates,
then the aqueous nanosphere solution is
introduced and changes in the scattered
spectrum upon binding detected.
Figure 2  Typical scattering spectra
measured in situ in the liquid cell and the
corresponding SEM images. The numbers
indicate their respective relative
displacement.
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During in situ measurements, a blueshifted higher (H) and a redshifted lower (L)
energy peak were appeared at around the initial longitudinal plasmon peak of the rod
indicating the formation of a heterodimer (Fig. 2.). Based on the energy difference
between the two peaks, the spheres were attached to the side region already in the
aqueous phase. The side-localization of the spheres and its distribution for the given
rod/sphere heterodimer can be interpreted based on the combined effect of dispersion,
electric double layer and steric interactions. The results can contribute to the rational
design of nanoscale patchy particles for a better control over the resulting assembly
structure [105].
Magnetic flux simulation for the inspection of local thinning of
ferromagnetic plates – Experimental verification
(OTKA K 111662)
G. Vértesy, Cs. S. Daróczi, and A. Gasparics
For pipes used in industry, wall thinning is one of the most serious defects. Detection
of the thickness reduction is a very important issue for prediction of lifetime of the
pipes in order to avoid severe accidents. The inspection should be done from the outer
side of the pipe. A recently developed nondestructive method called Magnetic
Adaptive Testing (MAT), which is based on systematic measurement and evaluation
of minor magnetic hysteresis loops, was successfully applied for the detection of local
wall thinning in ferromagnetic plates. It was shown, that even a relatively small, local
modification of the plate thickness could be detected from the other side of the
specimen with an adequate signal/noise ratio.
Figure 1  Configuration used both for measurement and simulation. The geometry on the
right represents a quarter-view of the arrangement, showing only part of the whole plate,
and with the yoke in central position right above the slot.
To improve applicability of MAT, the measurement conditions should be optimized.
It is important to study, how modification of the measured hysteresis loops, caused by
the presence of an artificial slot in the investigated ferromagnetic plate(s), and are
influenced by the parameters of the measurement arrangement. Previously we
calculated how geometry of the measured arrangement affects change of the magnetic
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flux inside the magnetizing yoke. Result of the simulation helped to find optimal
parameters of the experimental arrangement.
The purpose of the present work is to perform numerical simulations of the
measurement on a single ferromagnetic steel plate which contains various artificial
slots of different size, and to compare results of the simulations with the experimental
data. Measurements were done by MAT, by moving the magnetizing yoke over the
surface. A ferromagnetic steel plate of size 500 mm × 300 mm × 6 mm was
considered, which contained an artificial rectangular slot, the size of which is varied.
Fig. 1 shows the configuration of the measurement and simulation.
Change of the magnetic flux density in the cross section of the magnetizing yoke,
which occurs due to the presence of the artificial slot, was calculated as a function of
the size of the slot. The AC/DC Module of the Comsol Multiphysics® finite element
software was used for the simulations. By the simulations we investigated how this
flux change depends on the size of the slot. Three slot widths (5, 10 and 15 mm) were
combined with three slot depths (1, 2 and 3 mm) resulting all together in nine
different cases. The result of simulation can be seen in Fig. 2(a), while the results of
the measurements are given in Fig. 2(b).
Figure 2  Maximum values of flux change for different cross sections of the slots.
a): calculated, b): measured.
It was found that existence of the investigated artificial slots can be detected with a
good signal to noise ratio by MAT method. The evaluated parameters indicate
presence/absence of the slot and are able even to reflect size of the slot quantitatively.
Numerical simulation confirmed that detection of the slot by a magnetic inspection
head (i.e. the magnetic yoke with the necessary coils) attached to the investigated
steel plate from the side opposite to where the slot is situated makes sense. The signal
measured inductively by the experimental method in the pick-up coil originates from
variation of the magnetic flux inside the magnetic circuit composed of the
magnetizing yoke and of that part of the ferromagnetic plate, which contains the
investigated slot.
The results of both the simulation and of the experimental measurement showed
nearly linear correlation between the evaluated parameters and the cross section of the
slots. This was true both for the case when depth of a given slot was fixed and its
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width was modified, and also when width of a given slot was fixed and its depth was
varied. However, the slopes were significantly different. Consequently, we can
conclude that depth of the slot has a larger influence on the measurable signal than its
width, considering the same slot volume. Good qualitative correlation was found
between the calculated maximum relative change of the magnetic flux, and the peak
values of the optimally determined measured MAT normalized parameters. A useful
message of the present work is to show the tendency, that is, how parameters of the
testing arrangement affect the measured magnetic flux. This result can also be
important for identification of the slots from the measured signal.
The good correlation between the calculated and measured quantities also means the
experimental validation of the used simulation method.
Development of optical metrology tool for in-line qualification
of thin films on large area
(EU FP7 SEA4KET-611332, ENIAC E450EDL-325613, NEMZ_12-1-2013-
0001)
Cs. Major, Gy. Juhász, P. Petrik, and M. Fried
We were involved in 2 EU-projects („SEA4KET” and the ENIAC-2012-2
“E450DL”) to develop “Imaging Optical Inspection Device With A Pinhole Camera”.
Our tool is unique for the characterization of thin films over large area. Using this
tool developed in the Photonics department, thin film properties such as the thickness,
the refractive index and related physical properties from the spectroscopic
measurement, such as the conductivity or the crystallinity, can be determined within
several minutes on a large area. We developed 30, 45-60 and 60-90 cm wide
prototypes for mapping the optical properties of thin films of big area samples
measuring in approximately 1000 points.
Figure 1  We installed our optical mapping device in the clean-room of IISB (Erlangen,
Germany). A 300 mm diameter wafer can be seen on the robotic arm (left side).
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300 mm diameter SiON-on-Si wafers were measured on the robotic arm in clean
room environment. We determined the thickness maps on these big wafers and
compared it with reference measurements on a commercial Woollam M-2000DI
spectroscopic ellipsometer. The results show a good agreement between our maps and
the reference one, both having a good fit quality (mean squared error, MSE) or the
spectra. For the sake of brevity, the fitted spectra are not shown.
Figure 2  Thickness map of a nominally 100 nm sample of a 300 mm diameter SiON-on-Si
wafer (with automatic scale, left). The mean squared error (MSE) map shows the area of
the sample (right).
Figure 3  Thickness map with the same limited scale as the results of checking
spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements by a Woollam M2000DI ellipsometer (1 color =
0.29 nm).
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Fabrication of Genetically Modified Bacterial Filament
Coatings to Develop Sensor Surfaces for Detecting Water
Pollution
(M-ERA.NET WaterSafe/No. 39/2016, OTKA NN 117849, OTKA NN
117847, OTKA K 115852 and EU (ERDF) INFRANANOCHEM No.
19/01.03.2009)
J. Nádor, B. Kalas., A. Saftics, L. Illés, B. Kovács, Cs. Moldován, A. Romanenko,
M. Gartner, M. Fried, F. Vonderviszt, and P. Petrik
In modern technology the developments in environmental areas become more
important and current. Freshwater stocks and pollution are in the most relevant topics,
as they can be crucial in the future of humankind.  Within the “WaterSafe”
international project, we take part in the development of a device for detecting
various water pollution molecules (mainly heavy metals and nitrogen oxide ions). The
surface of the disposable sensor can be a mix of dielectrics, nanostructures or
genetically modified bacterial flagellar filaments (FF) that have specific binding sites
for specific molecules. The adsorption of the target molecules to the immobilized
filaments induces a change in the conductance of the electrode which can indicate the
presence of the pollution.
The main aim of our group is to create the sensing layers by immobilizing the FFs on
the gold electrode of the sensor surface, for which we applied two different methods.
Either genetically modified FFs were used, which have an enhanced number of thiol
groups on their surface in order to create covalent interactions with the gold surface.
Or we used unmodified wild type FFs, and applied chemical crosslinker DSP
(dithiobis(succinimidyl propionate)) molecule for immobilizing the FFs to the gold
surface.
Figure 1  AFM images of flagellar filaments immobilized on gold coated glass substrates
applying (a): genetically modified filaments with an enhanced number of thiol-groups on
their surface and (b): wild type filaments immobilized by DSP crosslinker molecules.
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Both types of the FFs were immobilized on various surface nanostructures. Using in
situ plasmon enhanced spectroscopic ellipsometry, AFM, SEM and ex situ scanning
ellipsometry, we have shown that those nanosctructures (e.g. titanate nanotubes, TiO2
nanoparticles and ZnO nanorods) can facilitate the adsorption of protein.
Figure 2  SEM image of a flagellar
filament layer (dark fibers) prepared on
titanate nanotube coating (lighter
fibers) on gold surface.
Investigation of wetting processes by the capillary bridge probe
technique
N. Nagy
The research aims the development of a highly sensitive measuring method which
enables to characterize flat solid surfaces by accurate determination of the contact
angle even in case of very low or high contact angles. The proposed capillary bridge
probe method is based on the capture and analysis of the shape of the liquid bridge
formed between the cylindrical probe and the investigated surface, and on the
measurement and analytical calculation of the capillary force. Advancing and
receding contact angles can be determined by changing the distance between the
probe and the surface even in case of very low contact angles.
The appropriate measuring setup was constructed and built up. The main advantage of
the method emanates from the use of the probe: the contact angle can change
continuously at the edge of the probe oppositely to the recent apparatuses. A further
uniqueness of the construction is the closed sample chamber providing close-to-
saturated atmosphere.
The evaluation is based on the accurate image analysis of the liquid bridges and on
the analytic calculation of their properties during one approach-retraction cycle. The
evaluation program was implemented for nodoid-shaped bridges, i.e., for surfaces of
contact angle less than 90°.
Close to the ideal surfaces (freshly cleaned glass slides, SiO2, Si3N4) and surfaces
with significant hysteresis are analyzed (Al2O3, GaO2) and the contact angle values
are compared to the results of the sessile drop method. Furthermore, the behavior of
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these r- capillary bridges are investigated first and compared to the statements and
models of the literature on - capillary bridges between identical planes.
Figure 1  The accomplished apparatus for highly sensitive characterization of solid
surfaces by the sessile drop or by the capillary bridge probe method, furthermore for
investigation of r- capillary bridges.
Figure 2  Measured and calculated capillary force (a): and the determined contact angles
(b): on the investigated surface and on the probe (CAp) in the function of bridge length
during one approaching-reversal cycle, measured on a GaO2 thin film with high hysteresis.
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Optical and structural characteriyation of Ge clusters
embedded in ZrO2
(OTKA K 115852, M-ERA.NET WaterSafe No. 39/2016, OTKA NN 117847)
E. Agócs, Z. Zolnai, A. K. Rossal, J. A. van den Berg, B. Fodor, D. Lehninger,
L. Khomenkova, S. Ponomaryov, O. Gudymenko, V. Yukhymchuk, B. Kalas,
J. Heitmann, and P. Petrik
Recently, a promising application of Ge-NCs embedded in ZrO2 matrix for
nanocrystal-based memory devices has been shown, since Ge has a smaller band gap
than Si, and ZrO2 has a higher k value than SiO2 that increases the electric field across
the tunneling oxide. This material system may also be interesting for third-generation
solar cells, since Ge has a higher exciton Bohr radius. Therefore, a stronger quantum
confinement effect is expected than for e.g. Si nanocrystals, and the band gap can
better be adjusted.
Figure 1  Shematic graph about the sample preparation (left), and the structure of samples
(right).
The present study has two major aims. First, to develop and to test proper optical
models to determine Ge nanocrystals in a single Ge-rich-ZrO2 layer as well as in a
multi-layer structure. Second, to demonstrate the validity of this method by the
optical investigation of the evolution of the samples structure caused by annealing.
The samples were fabricated using a radio-frequency (RF) magnetron sputtering
system equipped with a confocal arrangement of 3-inch targets (Ge, ZrO2 and SiO2)
(Fig 1). The ellipsometric measurements were performed by means of a Woollam M-
2000DI rotating compensator ellipsometer. Raman scattering spectra were excited
with a 488.0 nm line of an Ar+ laser and recorded using a LabRam HR800 micro-
Raman system equipped with a Peltier-cooled CCD detector.
References for both ZrO2 and pure Ge were determined on single-layer samples
prepared with the same deposition conditions as those used for multilayer structures.
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The dielectric function of the ZrO2 component was described by the Cauchy
parametrization (Result: A = 1.988, B = 0.0092 µm2 and C = 0.000812 µm4.).
Figure 2  Measured  (solid lines) and 
(dashed lines) spectra for Sample Ge-ZrO2
annealed at 700 °C as well as without
annealing.
Figure 3  Medium Energy Ion Scattering
spectra and the corresponding RBX
simulations of as-deposited and annealed
Ge-ZrO2 samples.
References for both ZrO2 and pure Ge were determined on single-layer samples
prepared with the same deposition conditions as those used for multilayer structures.
The dielectric function of the ZrO2 component was described by the Cauchy
parametrization (Result: A = 1.988, B = 0.0092 µm2 and C = 0.000812 µm4.).
Germanium requires more complex parameterization of the dielectric function for the
modelling. For the as-deposited Ge layer the Urbach-Cody-Lorentz parameterization
was used. The superlattice samples have been modeled using either a single-layer
(MsL) or a multi-layer (MmL) approach. Both of them utilize a layer stack of
Si(substrate) / SiO2 / SL / SiO2, whereas the 'MsL' and the 'MmL' models use a
Bruggeman-Effective Medium Approximation (B-EMA) layer and 40 pairs of B-
EMA layers, respectively, describing the superlattice (SL) structure (Fig. 1 right). In
the B-EMA layer, we used the Ge and ZrO2 references determined above.
It has been shown that ellipsometry offers a characterization method of Ge/ZrO2 and
Ge-rich-ZrO2/ZrO2 multi-layer structures with high sensitivity. The as-deposited
structure was successfully modeled using reference optical constants determined from
single-layer characterizations. It has also been shown that the surface region (several
layer-pairs from the top) can sensitively be measured by Medium Energy Ion
Scattering (MEIS), that revealed substantial diffusion during annealing.
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Ellipsometric and X-ray spectrometric investigation of
fibrinogen protein layers
(TÉT-12-DE-1-2013-0002, OTKA K 115852, M-ERA.NET WaterSafe No.
39/2016, OTKA NN 117849)
B. Kalas, B. Pollakowski, A. Nutsch, C. Streeck, J. Nádor, M. Fried, B. Beckhoff,
and P. Petrik
The quantitative measurement of thin protein layers is of primary importance from
both the metrology point of view and for many applications. Bovine fibrinogen
monolayers on thin gold films and glassy carbon substrate were investigated using
grazing incidence X-ray fluorescence (GIXRF) and spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE).
The aim was to determine the amount of protein and to develop models and
references for the SE measurement. Both methods were capable of measuring protein
amount in the range of µg/cm2 with a sensitivity below 10%, which suggests the use
of both techniques as complementary, combined methods. To do it with a high
confidence, the lateral uniformity and the stability of the layers during transportation
has to be investigated in more detail in the future. The surface mass density and
homogeneity were determined using X-ray and optical methods. Reference refractive
indices have been measured and models have been developed in order to measure the
thickness and the uniformity of the protein films quickly and accurately on surfaces.
A fair agreement was found between the quantities determined by grazing incidence
X-ray fluorescence and spectroscopic ellipsometry, however, the lateral homogeneity
might also influence the results considerably.
Figure 1  GIXRF spectra are exhibited
recorded at a photon energy of about 1060
eV. Top: Spectra measured at glassy carbon.
Bottom: Spectra measured at fused silica and
glass substrate.
Figure 2  Comparison of the GIXRF and
the SE results using the Cauchy
expression. The data  show a good
agreement between the two methods,
within their measurement errors.
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Vegard’s-law-like dependence of the activation energy for
blistering on the Si/Ge ratio in hydrogenated a-SixGe1-x
M. Serényi and A. Hámori
The relationship between the activation energy of blistering and the Si-to-Ge ratio has
been determined in hydrogenated amorphous a-SixGe1-x by employing layers
deposited by radio frequency sputtering. To this aim the blistering activation energy
was determined in several samples with different compositions, including x=0 and
x=1. Each sample was submitted to heat treatment up to the temperature where the
onset of blistering was observed by change of the surface reflectivity. A linear
dependence of the activation energy on x has been established similar to the Vegard’s
law. The experimental result is supported by reaction kinetics modeling. It is
suggested that the key step for the formation of blisters is the breakage of the SiH and
GeH bonds. The related energetic reaction leading to the formation of H2 molecules
in a-SixGe1-x follows a linear law as a function of the x composition similarly to the
activation energy.
The activation energy Ea for blistering was determined by Arrhenius plots reporting
the minimum time needed to make the blisters optically visible as a function of the
temperature. The hydrogenated samples have been heated in air on a plate at constant
temperature while illuminated by a 3 mW He-Ne laser beam with a diameter of 3 mm
and angle of incidence of 60° which resulted in an elliptically illuminated sample area
with size of about 3x6 mm2 (Fig. 1). The reflected light fell onto a Si PIN detector
blended with diameter of 3 mm. During the heating process the specular reflection
transforms into a spread one, which has a dominant directional component that is
partially diffused by surface irregularities. The onset of blistering was identified with
the decrease of the reflected intensity caused by the outgoing rays reflected at many
different angles. The activation energy Ea of the a-SixGe1-x is displayed in Fig. 2 as a
function of the x composition.
Figure 1  Sketch of the experimental procedure
for detecting the onset of blistering.
Figure 2  Blistering activation energy
Ea(SixGe1-x) in SixGe1-x as a function of x.
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Porous Si degradation in physiological solution
B. Fodor, B. Kalas, T. Defforge, M. Fried, G. Gautier, and P. Petrik
Cooperation is being continued with the GREMAN laboratory of the University of
Tours. Our long-term goal is the development of an accurate and selective biosensor.
For this purpose, in situ ellipsometric characterization can be performed with the help
of a flow cell, where the solution containing the particles would be adsorbed onto the
substrate material, causing a detectable variation in the optical properties of the
surface. Silicon-based nanostructured frameworks could be used as adsorbing
substrates to increase the sensitivity and selectivity of proteins. However, without
adequate surface treatment, these materials remain unstable in physiological
solutions, i.e. degradation occurs. Therefore, the degradation in different solutions
must be investigated, and appropriate stabilizing methods should be found by
applying different surface chemistries (oxidation, carbonization). In a first step, we
investigated the degradation by a flow of PBS solution (7.4 pH) for ~90 min. In
Fig. 1, the effect of the degradation can be seen on porous silicon with an initial
porosity of 68%. It is yet unsure if the collapse of the skeleton frame occurs during
the in situ experiment or because of the drying step, but ellipsometric signal intensity
was lost after 80 min.
Figure 1  SEM images showing the degradation effect before (left) and after (right) a 100
min buffer solution flow experiment in a cross-sectional (top) and a top (bottom) view.
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Task of the Microtechnology Department is
Fundamental research on:
• novel sensing principles;
• novel materials and nanostructures;
• novel 3D fabrication techniques.
Research and development of physical, chemical/biochemical sensors, and
integrated systems:
• MEMS – R&D on gas sensors, 3D force sensors, thermal sensors, CMOS
compatible and related techniques.
• BioMEMS – Development of novel microfluidic and bio-electrode systems, their
application in new fields of biochemistry.
• NEMS – Synthesis and characterization of quasi-one-dimensional semiconducting
nanostructures, semiconductor nanodevices, their integration into functional
sensors, optoelectronic and photovoltaic devices.





• SEM, TEM, EDX;
• Ion beam analysis methods;
• Spectroscopic Ellipsometry.
The Department runs two clean labs (300 m2 + 160 m2 - Class 100-10000) comprising
a complete Si-CMOS processing line and a mask shop, unique facility in Hungary.
The technology allows to manufacture layers, patterned structures and devices with
line resolution of 1 µm by optical and down to 10 nm by e-beam lithography on
3” and 4” Si and glass wafers.
Competences (available as service for academic, industrial partners and customers):
• High temperature annealing, diffusion and oxidation; Rapid Thermal Treatment;
• Low Pressure Chemical Vapour Deposition of poly-Si, SiO2 and Si3N4 layers;
• Low Temperature Chemical Vapour Deposition;
• Plasma Enhanced Atomic Layer Deposition;
• Physical Thin Film Depositions – Electron beam evaporation, DC and RF
Sputtering;
• Ion implantation;
• Reactive Ion Etching, Deep Reactive Ion Etching;
• Photolithography with back-side alignment and Nanoimprinting;
• E-beam lithography;
• Nanopatterning, deposition and etching by Focused Ion-Beam;
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• Wafer-bonding;
• Wet chemical treatments;
• Electro-chemical porous Si formation;
• Liquid Phase Epitaxy of III-V compound semiconductors;
• Mask design, laser pattern generator;
• Polymer (PDMS, SU8, Polyimide) structuring by photolithography and micro-
molding techniques,
• Chip dicing, packaging especially for sensor applications;
• Materials and structural analysis & characterization:, SEM, FIB, EDX, Atomic
Force Microscopy, Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy, Stylus Profiler;
• Electrical and functional modelling and characterization.
For detailed information please visit our web-sites:
www.mems.hu, www.biomems.hu, www.nems.hu
or contact us by e-mail: dragon@mfa.kfki.hu
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MEMS
Activity leader: Cs. Dücs
Group members: Z. Baji, I. Bársony, G. Battistig, P. Földesy, P. Fürjes,
Z. Hajnal, G. Molnár, A.E. Pap, V. Rakovics, J. Radó,
Z. Szabó, I. Réti, Z. Zolnai, F. Biró, M. Takács
(M. Szappanos, N. Nyirfás - MSc Students)
Projects:
• OTKA K 109674 –  Graphen based terahertz modulators (2013-2017)
• OTKA K 108869 – Wide band-gap semiconductors (2014-2017)
• OTKA PD 116579 – ZnO és Ga2O3 nanostructures by ALD (2015-2018)
• OTKA K 112114 – Combined micro- and nanotechnology methods and analytics
– from patterning to applications (2014-2017)
• EU FP7- ICT-611019 - High-resolution fingerprint sensing with vertical
piezoelectric nanowire matrices (PiezoMAT) (2013-2017)
• ENIAC 2013-1 621278 - Intelligent Catheters in Advanced Systems for
Interventions (INCITE) (2014-2017)
• NVKP_16–2016-0018 - Up-to-date functional materials for autonomous sensor
nodes and sensor networks (KoFAH) (2016-2019)
• NVKP_16-2016-0014 – Materials research studies on zirconium   Participants:
László Dózsa and György Molnár)
• Italian-Hungarian joint program (CNR-IMEM – MTA EK MFA) - Synthesis,
characterization and study of semiconducting materials for energy conversion,
sensors, electronics and medical applications (2016-2019)
• VEKOP-2.3.3-15-2016- 0001 – “Updating infrastructure of microtechnology to
reach compatibility with EU” (2017-2018)
Development of micro gas sensors
Solid-state gas sensing microstructures were developed aiming at the detection of
hydrocarbons below their lower explosion limits as well as for measuring NH3 and
H2S in the ppb - 00ppm range.
Degradation mechanisms of microhotplates operated above 500°C
In calorimetric sensors for hydrocarbons a high Tc Pt micro-heater is coated with
catalyst to initiate combustion of hydrocarbons in the presence of oxygen. The
generated chemical reaction heat modifies the temperature, thereby the heater resistor.
The transduction principle is based on resistance read-out.  Our previous results show
that the most efficient catalyst is Pt, however, the minimum temperature required is
500°C and 700°C for LPG and CH4, respectively.  A detailed investigation revealed
the degradation mechanisms of the Pt filament. We found three phenomena of
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different activation energies leading to the continuous resistance change and finally
the fatal degradation. First the TiO2 adhesion layer beneath the Pt filament forms TiO2
nanocrystals which penetrate the bulk of Pt. Parallel to the well-known
electromigration effect, thermally driven Pt migration dominates in regions, where the
local temperature exceeds ~850-900K and the temperature gradient approx. 0.5K. The
coincidence both of thermo- and electromigration driven by temperature, and
potential gradients precisely determine the position of the filament rupture. The
phenomenon was proven by statistical analysis of experimental measurements. We
determined the operation limits of the filaments and concluded that highest allowable
temperature for a device expected being operational at least for one year is ~540°C
(Fig.1).
Figure 1  Graphical illustration of correlation between the temperature distribution and
breakdown positions. Graphs on the left indicate the temperature profile as a function of
the distance from the centre point along the filament as measured by pyrometry for 40 mW
heating powers The number and position of ruptures for each of the hotplates are marked
by bars. Corresponding SEM micrographs are shown on the right. Potential contrast mode
image better reveals the location of the rupture. Blue and red colours denote the spiral
arms, the electron flow direction (blue and red arrows) are indicated.
We also elaborated ALD technique to deposit 2-4 nm sized Pt nano-catalyst in the
porous alumina surface formed by electrochemical etching of thin Al layer on top of
the hotplate. Functional tests revealed another degradation mechanism, i.e. the
coalescence of Pt nanocrystals at elevated temperature, and the thermo-migration of
Pt due to the inhomogeneous temperature profile of the hotplate. Pt migrates in radial
direction from the hottest centre towards the colder perimeter of the hotplate leading
to the sensitivity loss.
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From the above degradation mechanisms we conclude that the investigated meander
and coil-type filament heated hotplates covered with ALD Pt catalyst are capable to
measure LPG (Tmax<540°C), but for methane (Tmin>700°C) the lifetime of the device
is ~160hrs only at continuous loss of sensitivity. The best way for improvement is
definitely to apply a new catalyst active at reduced temperature and to use pulse mode
operation. Nevertheless, some improvement in lifetime is expected from novel
geometric and possibly material design.
Conductivity type sensors for NH3 and H2S
Nanostructured WO3 layers were synthetized, sensitized and characterized for their
performance in detection of NH3 and H2S. In 2016, we elaborated a hydrothermal
method for formation of hexagonal WO3 nanorods and demonstrated the efficiency of
Au and Pt doping. Reliable detection of H2S down to 25 ppb was demonstrated.
As the drop deposition of the separately synthetized sensing layer is a bottleneck in
reproducible mass production, thus, we elaborated wafer level processing methods to
form uniform, nanostructured WO3 layer on top of the microhotplates. Two
alternatives were investigated; sol-gel process with spin-coating and electrochemical
(anodic) etching of thin W layer. The sol-gel process results in sponge-like porous
structure with 12-20 nm characteristic pore size, whereas 50-70nm diameter pores
grown perpendicularly to the surface can be formed by the electrochemical process.
Both techniques were integrated in the MEMS sequence using lift-off technique or
selective anodization for lateral patterning. ALD Pt was deposited for sensitizing and
the performance of all WO3 structures was investigated. The operation temperature of
the best sensors was found between 180-220°C. The electrochemically processed
sensors doped with 2-4 nm Pt nanoparticles exhibited the best performance in terms
of sensitivity and stability as well as regarding response and recovery time (Fig 2).
Figure 2  Transients of sol-gel (a), and electrochemically (b) formed sensors for exposure
of H2S.
In summary, we conclude that by low enough operation temperature we meet the
sensor standards in terms of the hotplate stability and read-out dynamics. By proper
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selection of WO3 nanostructure and sensitizers both NH3 and H2S can be detected in
the 5-100 ppm range.  ALD gold doping of electrochemically formed mesoporous
WO3 promises dynamic, reliable H2S detection far below the ppm level.
Development and production of Near Infrared LEDs
This year, the activity was focused on further improvement of the multiple
wavelength GaInAsP/InP NIR light source reported in 2016. Following
structural/processing improvements demonstration activities were intensified to
establish a cooperation-network for exploitation of the application potential of NIR
LEDs.
Appropriate measures to increase our production capacity for the standard single
wavelength, and the novel multiple wavelength NIR LED design were introduced.
BioMEMS
Activity leader: P. Fürjes
Group members: O. Bálint-Hakkel, Cs. Dücs, P. Földesy, Z. Hajnal,
E. Holczer, E.L. Tóth, J. Radó (A. Füredy, M. Szappanos,
N. Nyírfás, A.B. Tóth, B.V. Farkas, V. Kálmán – MSc.
students)
Projects:
• ENIAC 2013-1 621278- Intelligent Catheters in Advanced Systems for
Interventions (2014-2017)
• OTKA CK 83821 – Preparation of microchannels by proton-beam micropatterning
and their application in Lab-on-a-chip devices
• VKSZ_14-1-2015-0004 – Development of Multiparameter Point of Care in vitro
diagnostic systems
• GINOP-2.3.2-15 – Application of chip-technology for the improvement of the
success rate in human in vitro fertilisation
• VEKOP-2.2.1-16-2017-00001 - Rapid urine bacteria analyzer
Main task of the BioMEMS activity is the support of the development of biosensors,
biointerfaces and microfluidic systems in micro- and nanofluidical, bioanalitical and
medical diagnostics.
Polymer microfluidic systems for medical diagnostics
Precise and fast Point of Care, PoC monitoring of disease related blood protein
marker levels could be crucial in effective therapies. Due to the specific tools and
novel microtechnology processes the cost-effective, complex but miniaturised
analytical systems, such as  Lab-on-a-Chip (LoC) and microfluidic devices have
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become available and can be implemented in the overall sample analysis from the
preparation to the molecular diagnostics. The use of biological sample requires bio-
inert surface properties with minimized non-specific adsorption and coagulation in
the channels. The perspective of our work is to develop a polymer based microfluidic
cartridge suitable to autonomously controlled sample transport and preparation of
integrated bioanalytical devices.
Accordingly, microfluidic system was designed and manufactured for whole blood or
plasma transport by precisely controlled sample rate. These autonomous sample
transport systems can be integrated into PoC Lab-on-a-Chip based diagnostic devices.
The developed systems are planned to be applied for detection of inflammation and
cardiovascular diseases, in cooperation with “Diagnosticum Inc.” and “77 Elektronika
Ltd.”.
Characterisation of blood protein adsorption on modified PDMS surfaces
Polymer based microfluidic sample transport system with multiple functions was
developed for application in bioanalytical devices detecting blood protein biomarkers
or cells. Significant flow controlling subparts of the overall microfluidic system were
designed, fabricated and characterised in the function of different surface
modifications and microscale geometries. In order to fulfil the requirements the
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) base material was modified by embedding PDMS-b-
PEO molecules into the PDMS matrix. PDMS-b-PEO molecules change the inherent
hydrophobicity of the polymer ensuring adequate capillary pressure for self-driven
transport and affecting also the level of the non-specific protein adsorption
simultaneously.
In order to modify the surface characteristics of PDMS, PDMS-b-PEO block-
copolymer was added in different concentrations into the non-polymerized raw
mixture. The embedded copolymer molecules can not only enhance the wettability of
the surface, but also reduce the non-specific protein adsorption, significantly and
permanently. The embedded molecule concentration dependent surface adsorption of
typical human blood proteins (HSA, IgG, fibrinogen) were characterized by
fluorescent microscopy and BCA colorimetric protein assay in the function of the
modified PDMS surfaces. The applied methods enable quantitative determination of
the relative and absolute amount of irreversibly bonded proteins. Based on the results
material compositions were defined in order to avoid the non-specific adsorption of
different proteins in autonomous microfluidic systems. Embedding non-ionic
surfactants in the PDMS effectively changes the surface characteristics of the
material. The non-specific protein adsorption can also be significantly decreased by
the developed surface modification method. By embedding PDMS-b-PEO molecules
above 0.5V/V% concentration the irreversible protein binding can be completely
terminated. (Fig. 1)
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Fabrication of hybrid microfluidic system on transparent substrates
High complexity polymer or hybrid microfluidic structures open the way towards
fabrication of cheap, disposable analytical cartridges. Glass and polycarbonate were
considered as primary transparent substrate material for metal (Au, Pt) electrode
deposition, whereas the microchannels were formed in multi-layered SU-8 negative
photoresist. PDMS layer was proposed as cover layer for proper sealing and sample
inlet formation (Fig. 2).
Figure 1  Recorded fluorescent
intensities indicating the presence
of irreversibly bonded fluorescent
labelled protein molecules on the
microchannel surfaces.
Our aim was to modify both the SU-8 and PDMS surface in order to form covalent
bond between the substrates. According to the literature the feasible SU-8 / PDMS
binding is evolving through the reaction of the epoxy groups and amino groups,
however our attempts to reproduce the published recipes failed in most cases. Several
bonding strategies were characterized in terms of their adhesion and stability,
considering plasma processes (O2, N2) and silanization treatments. Chemical
composition of the SU-8 and PDMS bonding surfaces were analysed by sensitive
analytical methods in molecular level. The appropriate materials and processes were
defined to achieve reliable formation of complex hybrid polymer microfluidic
systems. Accordingly, SU-8 series can be bonded to PDMS layer after silanization of
its surface and oxygen plasma treatment of PDMS. This method enables to form
integrated hybrid microfluidic cartridge on transparent substrates.
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Figure 2  Metal (Au) electrodes integrated
in SU-8 based hybrid microfluidic system
(a). For proper alignment, electric
insulation and transparency the channels
are formed in multi-layered SU-8 (b, c).
SEM view presents the interface between
the thin insulation and the thick channel
forming SU-8 layers (d).
Cell and particle manipulation and screening in microfluidic
systems
The rapid development of microscale diagnostic (Lab-on-a-Chip) devices has
underlined the importance of microfluidics enabling fast and effective preparation and
analysis of liquid samples. Nevertheless, due to the governing physical phenomena on
microscale, classical sample preparation methods might become challenging, such as
the effective mixing of fluids as well as the size-dependent separation of corpuscles
and their sorting or filtering from the liquid samples. This leads to the development of
novel microfluidic structures based on the physical laws of this size domain.
Modelling and characterisation of cell and molecule advection in continuous
microfluidic systems
Lab-on-a-Chip applications often require separation of particles of specific properties
e.g., shape, size, density or other physical, chemical or biological properties.
Microfluidic chip with special channel layout was developed for hydrodynamic
particle sorting by their cell size or density for optical scattering based pollution
monitoring applications. Finite Element Method (FEM) was used to model the
hydrodynamic properties and the behaviour of the microfluidic system including their
effects on particle movement. COMSOL Multiphysics was used to calculate the
laminar flow field and particle trajectories having different parameters along the
channel. The microfluidic chip was fabricated by fast prototyping using SU-8
photoresist and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) for replica moulding. The developed
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chip was evaluated using fluorescent microscopy with two particles of 10 and 16 µm
diameters labelled with different fluorescent dyes. Measurement was in good
agreement with the modelling predictions and successful size-dependent particle
sorting was demonstrated.
Particle separation and trapping in micromagnetic separation (MMS) systems
Bioanalytical methods based on detection of receptor / marker protein interactions are
widespread in today’s clinical diagnostics. Determination of specific receptor
molecules with high affinity (such as antibodies or artificial aptamer molecules) is a
key issue of assay development. Aptamers can recognize a wide range of targets,
from ions to complex cellular macromolecules, although their synthesis by in-vitro
SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment) method is a
time and money consuming process. Using microfluidic SELEX method, the aptamer
selection process can be improved and accelerated, and pave the way for development
specific diagnostic devices. The aim of this work is to adapt, study, and optimize
magnetophoretic separation and trapping methods in microfluidic systems to be
applied in mSELEX process. Microfluidic Magnetic Separation (MMS) devices use
the effective magnetophoresis based magnetic bead manipulation by applying
microfabricated paramagnetic patterns to locally amplify the magnetic field. With the
integration of ferromagnetic (FeNi) microstructures into a microfluidic platform the
lateral magnetic field gradient can be altered and locally enhanced, thereby enabling
the precise manipulation of small amount of magnetic beads.
Different micromagnetic separation (MMS) systems with various ferromagnetic
pattern and microfluidic channel geometry were designed, modelled, fabricated and
characterised. The studied microfluidic structures were manufactured by the
combination of traditional micromachining and soft lithography methods in
heterogeneous glass-polymer (PDMS, polydimethylsiloxane) systems. Different
micromagnetic separation (MMS) systems were characterised considering their
separation and trapping parameters using superparamagnetic beads.
Figure 1  MicroMagnetic Separation structure in the microfluidic channel (top) and the
flow rate dependent separation efficiency (bottom).
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MMS systems were proved to be applicable for temporal (trapping) and spatial
separation of superparamagnetic particles. Based on the experiments an efficient
micromagnetic separation architecture was proposed including the special layout of
the ferromagnetic microstructure and the geometry of the fluidic system.
Droplet generation and trapping for cell analytical two-phase microfluidic system
Multi-phase flows have numerous applications in the growing field of Lab-on-a-Chip
(LOC) technology. In these multi-phase flow devices, monodisperse sheath emulsion
helps to manipulate, focus and separate encapsulated chemical reagents or living
cells. Therefore, cell-analytical and diagnostic procedures can be automatized on
microscale, although the precise control of droplet parameters and movements are
essential for their reliable application. Present work focuses on the design and
characterisation of a two-phase microfluidic device with integrated electrode system
(Fig. 2) for impedance analysis. The system is capable to create and manipulate
droplets having pre-determined size aligned to the cell diameter of 4-20 µm.
Figure 2  Droplets generated in the two-phase microfluidic system (top), and encapsulated
fluorescent beads trapped in the perforated cavities of the model microfluidic system
(bottom).
Present study analysed the influence of flow characteristics of special water-oil two-
phase microfluidic systems on the droplet generation, cell encapsulation and trapping
processes. Water droplets were dispersed in a continuous phase oil targeting precise
size distribution to enable effective cell entrapment. The evolving droplet size and the
number of encapsulated cells were examined considering the applied flow rate ratios
of the two phases. Droplet size dependency on geometrical and flow parameters has
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been investigated experimentally with special focus on the influence of flow rates and
their ratios. Yeast cells were encapsulated in water droplets and distribution of their
number in a single containment was also recorded. Direct dependency on the flow
rate ratios with multiple maximum was observed versus the size distribution of the
yeast cells.
Model was built in the simulation code COMSOL Multiphysics ©. The
hydrodynamic environment of the trapping zone and droplet trajectories were
calculated. The hydrodynamic behaviour of the microfluidic system was modeled by
Finite Element Method (FEM) coupled with particle trajectory. Flow velocity field
and decreasing flow rates in the perpendicular perforations demonstrate decreasing
trapping efficiency of the cavities in the direction of the main flow. The suspected
effect was verified by encapsulation and trapping fluorescent particles (Spherotech,
10 µm diameter): the trapping probability was experienced to be highest near the inlet
of the trapping zone. The experimental results were compared to the simulation and
the applicability of our droplet based cell microfluidic system was characterised.
Concentration gradient generation for cell population analysis
The chemical environment plays significant role in controlling biological,
physiological processes in the living organism at molecular level. Accordingly,
several biomedical researches aim to study the behaviour of cells in artificial
chemical concentration distributions. Such as studying the mechanism of
chemotherapy in cancer research can be highlighted. Due to the low sample volumes
and accelerated reactions in microfluidic environment, this apparatus is highly
suitable for advanced analysis of cell populations. These Lab-on-a-Chip (LoC)
microfluidic systems are suitable for more realistic and accurate reproduction of
extracellular microenvironment as well as for the manipulation and examination of
cell populations with limited, but representative size. Flow-based concentration
gradient generators (CGGs) are capable to maintain a stable spatial and temporal
concentration distribution, which can be dynamically changed. Note, that due to the
laminar flow conditions the molecular diffusion is limited, thereof special geometric
design is needed to improve the performance of these microfluidic systems..
Figure 1  Enhanced pyramid type CGG structure with Herringbone mixer (a), and the
fluorescent intensity distribution (b, c) of the HSA concentration (at 0.1µL/s flow rate).
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Microfluidic chemical concentration gradient generators (CGGs) were designed with
advanced geometric structures to establish a stable gradient along the gradient
chamber at the output region. Basic structures were combined with secondary
Herringbone mixers to improve the efficiency of distinct structures. The resulted
concentration distributions were characterized for different flow rates and the
performance of a given generator was defined as the root-mean-square of the
difference between the measured and the ideal linear concentration values. The
quality factors of the different structures were compared and the advantage of the
integrated Herringbone mixer structures were proved.
SERS active periodic 3D structure for trapping and high
sensitive molecular analysis of particles or cells
SERS (Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy) evolves in close vicinity of metallic
nanostructures where the interaction between the electromagnetic field of photons and
the surface plasmons results in several orders of magnitude enhancement of the
Raman signal. This effect extremely improves the sensitivity of Raman spectroscopy
achieving the limit of molecule detection in attomolar (10-18 M) concentrations.
The highly sensitive molecule recognition performance of a specially designed
surface SERS substrate was demonstrated. The general inverse pyramid structures
were perforated as cavities in perforated membrane applicable for particle and cell
filtering, sorting and trapping. In the voids of the gold covered substrate size
compatible particles functionalised by different molecules were trapped, their SERS
signal was detected and the different molecules were recognised (Fig.1).
Figure 1  Fluorescent beads with appropriate 2µm
diameter (Sigma Aldrich - green and Spherotech -
blue) entrapped in the periodic array of perforated
pyramidal structures: multichannel fluorescent image
(top) and upright optical micrograph (bottom).
The fluorescent molecules were analysed by SERS taking advantage of the plasmonic
enhancement by the structured surface of the traps. The definite and sensitive
differentiation of the molecules immobilized on the polystyrene bead surfaces are
presented in Fig. 2, where a huge increase in the Raman signal can be observed on the
SERS surface.
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Figure 2  Comparison of the SERS spectra recorded on the clean SERS substrate (black)
and different fluorescent beads on silicon (red) and trapped in the periodic array (blue).
SA – Sigma Aldrich and ST - Spherotech fluorescent beads, respectively.
The advantage of the 3D structure was demonstrated for simultaneous particle (or
cell) trapping and extremely sensitive SERS-based detection of molecules
immobilized on the surfaces of the confined beads.
Intelligent wound patch for online monitoring wound healing
processes – WoundER
In the clinical practice, the proper care of wounds is of primary importance in the case
of accidents, postoperative and ulcerative ulcers. It is a basic expectation of the
treating physician or nurse to provide continuous or regular information on the
healing of the wound. In case of a home-based hospitalization, the control of wound
is time consuming and difficult for the physician, but remote monitoring of the
appropriate parameters can help in effective curing.  The role of the intelligent bond is
to facilitate the work of both the physician and the patient by monitoring the process
of healing and, in the event of a problem, warns the user and the physician about the
need for a check or a replacement.
In this work an intelligent tool was developed to provide continuous information
about various parameters of the wound healing, such as temperature, humidity, and
the tightness of the bandage. These are the major parameters determining the
condition of the recovery of the injury. Aiming at the final wireless, point-of-care
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application we focused on the minimisation of the energy consumption. Appropriate
sensors were chosen and integrated into a flexible PCB. Low power consumption
electronics solve the preliminary signal processing and communication tasks using
Bluetooth protocol. Data processing and visualisation software was also developed
(Fig.1). Functionality tests, calibrations and the influence on the patient behaviour are
in progress.
Figure 1  Flexible PCB for sensors (a), and signal processing electronics (b), for wound
healing monitoring system. The sensor data can be visualised in the application specific
software (c) – WoundER / PC.
Precisely controlled Focused Ion Beam milling of solid state
nanopore array for molecule sensing
Nanoporous membranes are fundamental components of the transport modulation
based label free electrochemical biosensors envisioned for high sensitive molecule
detection. The sensitivity and the specificity of these sensors are significantly affected
by the pore geometry what has to be fitted to the size and conformation of the target
molecules. Precise tailoring of nanopore geometries and alignment to target molecule
conformation and size improves the signal-to-noise level of the identification method
- in our case the impedance spectroscopy. This pore geometry engineering is essential
for reliable and reproducible manufacturing of solid state nanopore-arrays in
integrated molecule diagnostic devices. Commercialization of the nanopore based
biosensors or Lab-on-a-Chip devices seem to depend on the development of the high
throughput nanofabrication techniques enabling reliable and reproducible shaping
nanopore geometries in solid state membranes.
During this work, FIB milling process was exploited and the resulting time dependent
nanopore geometries were characterized to achieve reliable and reproducible
manufacturing nanoporous dielectric membranes. The time dependence of the
evolving pore diameter in different layer structures was studied during ion beam
milling. A pore diameter evolution rate parameter (γ) was defined, its continuous
regression during the milling process verified and interpreted by the Gaussian profile
of the spatial ion intensity distribution of the ion beam. Adequate milling parameters
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(current, time) must be defined to achieve precise and predictable pore evolution in
the applied membrane structure. The reproducibility of the FIB nanoprocessing was
improved by neutralization (electrostatic grounding) of the sample surface. By this
technique the distortion of the pore diameter could be reduced significantly, and the
pore size variations reproducibly kept below 5 nm (Fig. 1).
Figure 1  Pore diameter evolution rate parameter (γ) as a function of the milling time (10
pA ion current and 30 keV ion energy) (left). Theoretical and measured relative impedance
variation of the solid-state nanopore array as a function of the nanopore-diameter after
avidin binding (right).
The performance of membrane impedance analysis based molecule detection was
studied by avidin-biotin binding in the nanopore array. The application of uniform
pores is a major importance, since the sensor response depends on both the
concentration of the target molecule and the pore size as well. Development of
precise nanoprocessing techniques of predictable yield is therefore an elementary
requirement for molecule sensing.
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Piezoelectric Nanowire Arrays for High Resolution Tactile
Mapping
In 2017 our main contribution to the project was the completion of the fabrication
process and the functional characterization of a high-resolution fingerprint sensor,
where all the 250 nanowire (NW) pixels are contacted vertically (top-bottom contact).
The base chips with Ga doped ZnO (GZO) seed layers and bottom contact were
produced by project partner CEA-LETI. The subsequent fabrication steps, including
the wet chemical NW growth, encapsulation, and top contact formation (Fig. 1) were
optimized by the MFA team.
Figure 1  Schematic representation of the process steps for top-bottom contacted NW:
selective area wet chemical growth, polymer encapsulation, plasma etch-back, top contact
deposition and patterning, deposition of a protective coating.
The process started with the selective area wet chemical growth (SAWCG) of ZnO
NWs where the nucleation windows were patterned by e-beam lithography. It resulted
in an almost parasitic crystal free chip surface with bundles of vertically oriented NW
in each matrix position (Fig. 2). The height of the NWs was approximately 3.5 µm.
Figure 2  Optical micrograph of the left half of the matrix (a), and SEM images of ZnO
nanowire pixels after wet chemical growth through e-beam lithography patterned
nucleation windows (b-c).
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SAWCG was followed by polymer spin-coating and hot plating, where three
conventional polymer materials were tested: SU8 negative epoxy based photoresist,
PMMA e-beam resist, and S1818 positive photoresist. The polymer matrix was
etched in oxygen (or Ar) plasma until AFM observation confirmed that the tip of the
NWs got released. An Au layer of 100-250 nm was then deposited onto the chip using
e-beam evaporation method through a handmade stencil mask to obtain Schottky-type
rectifying junction. Similar results were found for PMMA, however, SU-8 negative
epoxy resist was found to leave an unwanted residue on the top of the NWs. Though
it can be removed by physical dry etching using e.g. Ar plasma, due to the ion
bombardment of ZnO top surface it results in an Ohmic contact with Au.
The photograph of chip in Fig. 3a shows the square shaped, reddish photoresist
coating and the cross-shaped yellow top metal coating, which is connected to four
metal pads through its arms. SEM observation of an FIB cut NW pixel confirmed the
quality of the polymer encapsulation and direct contact between the top metal and
ZnO NW (Fig. 3b). Before wire bonding of the chips randomly selected NW pixels
were tested electrically. Most of the circuits demonstrated high quality Schottky type
I-V characteristics with the expected polarity (Ohmic at the bottom and Schottky on
the top). In case of the best chip the calculated ideality factor scattered in the 2.6 - 3.6
range which is rarely found in the literature for contacted NWs.
Figure 3  Photo of the fabricated chip after top Au deposition (a), SEM image on the FIB
cross section of a NW pixel (b), and a characteristic I-V curve showing Schottky type
electrical junction (c).
In accordance with the original research plan most of the completed chips were sent
to our consortium partners for automatic wire-bonding and for a subsequent direct
piezoelectric test (zero-bias voltage type). However, a few were kept at MFA to carry
out manual wedge bonding and an alternative, ‘non-zero bias voltage’
characterizations. These chips were wire bonded to a test printed circuit board with
limited number of contact pads (128). Hence, roughly only every second pixel was
connected among the available 250 matrix elements.
In Fig. 4, the macroscopic characterization setup purposely built for the alternative
demonstration is shown. During the loading tests, simple stamps were pressed against
active matrix of the chip (225 µm x 600 µm). The magnitude of the loading force was
continuously monitored by a calibrated force gauge. The electrical signal of each wire
bonded pixel was collected one-by-one through two ribbon cables by a high-density
matrix switch which was connected to a source measure unit (National Instrument,
PXI).
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Figure 4  Macroscopic setup for pressing tests using calibrated force sensor, source
measure unit connected to a 128 channel high density matrix switch (NI PXI) and a
controller computer with LabVIEW based data acquisition software.
A LabVIEW based data acquisition and evaluation software was written to take I-V
curves from each pixel, to monitoring time domain current/voltage signals, applying
bias voltage, drawing response maps, and to monitor the signal of the force gauge.
About 4.5 s is needed to collect current/voltage data for all the 128 channels at fix
bias voltage/current and to refresh the chess pattern map.
At first I-V curves were collected from each pixel in relaxed state. It confirmed that
most of the pixels, around 117 have Schottky type rectifying curves. By applying this
current monitoring method on every channel we could monitor the whole matrix and
may have a chance to recognize simple patterns. However, as we found, the
measurement is less noisy in current generator mode, i.e. a constant current (e.g. 100
nA) was forced through each pixel and the generated voltage was monitored and
visualized by the software. Prior to pressing, reference voltage (V0) was taken from
each pixel. Afterwards, only the absolute value of the relative change (∆=|V1-V0|/V0)
was shown by a color scaled matrix.
In order to demonstrate pattern recognition and position sensitivity a fine Al wire was
pressed (Ø= 200 µm) against the NW matrix. The Al wire was looped around the
apex of a Cu cone mounted on the horizontal force sensor. It was aligned such a way
that the long axis of the Au wire was perpendicular to the long edge (600 µm) of the
rectangular matrix. During the demonstration at first the wire was pressed near to the
left edge of the matrix. The applied loading force was 500 mN. After releasing the
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stamp it was moved manually towards the right side of the matrix along the x-axis
using micro-meter positioner and pressed the matrix again. This sequence was
repeated until reaching the right side of the matrix.
Fig. 5 shows the color maps taken at each loading event. Black pixels in a chess
pattern indicate the un-bonded inactive elements. Deep blue color corresponds to the
unchanged voltage signal (∆ =0), while red is set to show a relative change of 7%
(∆ =0.07) in this particular experiment. On the right side of Fig. 5 snapshots were
taken by a USB camera to show the position of the pressing stamp relative to the chip.
For clarity, two dotted red lines indicate the initial and final position of the Au wire.
The recorded maps on the left side clearly show the perpendicularly elongated shape
of the Au wire and its position. Even though some of the unloaded pixels are also red
due to the voltage drift, the pattern recognition concept, at sufficiently high loading
force, seems to be feasible.
Figure 5  Relative voltage
change maps at a bias current
of 100 nA at different positions
of the perpendicularly aligned
AI wire type stamp. Position of
the stamp was changed from




Spiral-Shaped Piezoelectric MEMS Cantilever Array for Fully
Implantable Hearing Systems
Fully implantable, self-powered hearing aids having no external unit could
significantly increase the life quality of the patients suffering from severe hearing
loss. This highly demanding concept, however, requires a strongly miniaturized
device which is fully implantable in the middle/inner ear and includes the following
components: frequency selective microphone or accelerometer, energy harvesting
device, speech processor, and cochlear multielectrode.
In this work we demonstrated a low volume, piezoelectric MEMS cantilever array
which is sensitive even in the lower part of the voice frequency range (300-700 Hz).
The test array consisting of 16 cantilevers (Fig. 1b) has been designed using Comsol
Multiphysics © simulations and fabricated by standard bulk micromachining on a Si-
on-Insulator (SOI) wafer with AlN as a CMOS and biocompatible piezoelectric
material. The low frequency and low device footprint (2×2 mm2) were achieved by
Archimedean spiral geometry and Si seismic mass (Fig. 1a).
Figure 1  Tensile stress distribution along the beam, calculated by finite element method
(a), layout of the selected 4x4 spirals (b), and the wire bonded chip ready for shaking tests
(c).
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On the 4” wafer most of the chips with the sensitive spirals survived the fabrication
process of over 30-steps; an example is shown in Fig. 1c. Scanning electron
micrograph of two typical spiral cantilevers situated in the (1,3) and (3,4) array
positions are shown in Fig. 2a and b, respectively. The darker region on the cantilever
beam corresponds to the metal-piezo-metal stack covered region. A reflecting Au disk
in the center was designed for additional laser beam deflection tests. As shown in
both SEM images the diameter of the seismic mass is decreasing from the back side
towards the membrane, i.e. the sidewall of the DRIE etching was not perpendicular.
Figure 2  Tilt-view SEM images of two typical suspended spiral-shaped cantilevers (1,3)
(a) and (3,4) (b) with contacted AlN layer (darker region) on their top surfaces and a wafer
thick 3D-micromachined Si seismic mass beneath.
Vibration tests, performed at a fix acceleration of 1g (9.81 m/s2) using a PID
controlled mini-shaker confirmed the frequency selectivity of the cantilever array
(Fig. 3). Most of the spirals (12 out 16) showed sharp resonance peaks scattering in
the range of 281-672 Hz. For clarity, the spectra were ordered according to their
resonance frequency from low to the high (Channel 1-12). The calculated Q-factors
(f0/∆f√2) in air vary in the range of 117-254.
As shown in the inset image of Fig. 3 the recorded time-dependent open circuit signal
is purely sinusoidal without any vertical offset which indicates stress-free cantilevers.
The inactivity of the remaining 4 devices can be attributed to the low electrical
resistance of the metal/AlN/metal stacks. That may be the result of random defects in
the AlN layer. The generated open circuit voltages fell in the range of 3.0-9.6 mV.
The frequency selectivity demonstrated in the lower half of the voice frequency range
and the relatively high Q-factor measured in air are promising for next generation
fully implanted cochlear implants (FICI). Moreover, due to the low volume and
weight several cantilevers (>12) could be placed inside the human middle ear.
Nevertheless, there are still several challenges to be solved: the generated voltage and
especially the power are too low for the direct excitement of the hearing nerves, the
piezo-cantilevers have not been tested at low accelerations (<1 mg), and overtones
may generate unwanted signals.
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Figure 3  Piezoelectric output voltage during continuous sinusoidal excitation at a feedback
controlled acceleration of 1g. Depending on the geometry the base frequency of the
cantilevers falls in the range of 281-673 Hz. Inset shows the sinusoidal output waveform of
channel 1 at resonance.
Vibrational energy harvester powered sensor node
The aim of this work is to demonstrate a wireless accelerometer sensor node which
can operate autonomously even in dark and hardly accessible places in a continuously
vibrating ambient such as industrial machine, vehicle, heavy traffic road, bridge,
railway etc. In such environments vibrational energy harvesting (VEH) seems to be a
reasonable choice to power ‘place and forget’ type systems.
In this bread-board demo set-up a commercially available piezoelectric energy
harvester was applied to investigate limits and challenges for microscopic piezo-
MEMS based energy harvesting. The development of the latter one is currently in
progress in the KoFAH project.
The developed sensor node (Fig. 1a) consists of a purpose designed electronics and a
tunable VEH holder. The former one was optimized for low power consumption and
continuously varying charging voltage level. The PCB, shown in Fig. 1b, includes a
microcontroller, an RF module for short-range wireless communication, an energy
management unit, two supercapacitors, and an accelerometer. During operation it is
powered by the piezo VEH (Midé) whose resonance frequency can be adjusted to the
characteristic resonance peak of the ambient by changing the clamping position, i.e.
the free length of the vibrating cantilever beam.
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Figure 1  Vibrational energy harvester powered wireless sensor system (top) and the
electronics of the purposed designed electronics (bottom).
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In 2017 the Department continued its long-time research in the following main topics:
preparation, structure and physical properties of 1) semiconductor layers, 2)
protective coatings, 3) high-entropy alloys, 4) ceramic composites, and 5)
bioceramics.
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More in details, studied were structure and growth evolution in semiconductor GaN
based layers, of TiC/a:C thin hard coatings, nanopatterning of CoPt magnetic layers,
and  a new type of functional high-entropy alloy.
Development of hydroxyapatite bioceramic coatings on surgical implants was still an
important research subject. As new topic, development of highly wear resistant and
low friction ceramic/graphene nanocomposites prepared by powder technology was
introduced.
Furthermore, studies of ceramic dispersed austenitic 316L steel composites for high
temperature and nuclear applications represented a new direction.  In all cases, long
experience of the department in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and in
methodology of electron diffraction was thoroughly used. Our “one-sample
combinatorial method” for high-throughput TEM and for other analytical studies on
thin binary layers was also applied where proper.
In 2017, 39 papers appeared in refereed journals with a cumulative impact factor of
121. In addition, 12 papers in conference proceedings were published with no impact
factor. Members of the group presented 7 invited lectures, 22 oral talks and 29 posters
at international conferences. The group received 1590 independent citations in the
examined interval of the last two years. The 15th Conference and Exhibition of the
European Ceramic Society was organized in Budapest between July 9 and 13 by
members of Thin Film Physics Department.
Summarizing also other activities, members of the group lectured three courses at
universities and four members held laboratory practices. All courses were for full
semester (Roland Eötvös University, Budapest - ELTE, and Budapest University of
Technology and Economics - BME, and Óbuda University - OE). In addition, 12
Ph.D. students were supervised.
Social activity of the group is landmarked by 15 memberships in different committees
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and in boards of societies, giving one elected
representative to the General Assembly of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
TEM study of the as-deposited and annealed Ga2O3 films
grown by vapor phase epitaxy
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Ga2O3 is a wide bandgap semiconducting oxide (~4.7 eV), promising for UV
optoelectronics and power electronics. Ga2O3 layers were grown onto (001) surface of
-Al2O3 by vapor phase epitaxy and were annealed at 1000 °C for 2 and 6 hours. The
as-deposited layers and the two annealed samples were studied by high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). In situ heating was also performed in TEM
in order to follow the  structural transformation. A previous XRD study [F.
Mezzadri et.al. Inorg. Chem. 55, 12079. (2016)] on as-deposited films showed that
these films are single crystalline epitaxial layers and exhibit hexagonal P63mc space
group symmetry, characterized by partial occupation of the Ga sites, which
corresponds to the  phase, with disordered Ga atoms in the structure. The studies
coupled with simulations by JEMS allowed us to investigate the real structure of this
phase on the nanoscale [19] The structure is ordered in 5-10 nm large (110)-twinned
domains, and each domain has an orthorhombic structure with Pna21 space group
symmetry, called -Ga2O3. This phase is a new polymorph among the Ga-oxides.
Parallel XRD analysis carried out on thicker samples (9-10 µm layer thickness)
confirmed the same results, and refined structural parameters were provided.
Crystalline structure of these Ga2O3 layers consists of an ABAC oxygen close-packed
stacking, where Ga atoms in between occupy octahedral and tetrahedral sites forming
two types of polyhedral layers parallel to (001) (Fig. 1). The edge-sharing
octahedrons and the corner-sharing tetrahedrons form zig-zag ribbons along the [100]
direction. Anti-phase boundaries are common inside the domains. Polar character of
the structure was confirmed, in agreement with the characteristics of the Pna21 space
group and explaining the ferroelectric nature. Differential Scanning Calorimetry
(DSC) up to 1100 °C was carried out on fragments of pure -Ga2O3 taken from a very
thick layer [34]. This polymorph can tolerate long-lasting thermal treatments up to
700 °C, although some weak traces of lattice modifications were detected by DSC
(endothermic bent) starting from about 650 °C. A complete transition to -phase is
observed for annealing temperatures 	900 °C while at intermediate temperatures of
800 °C the films showed very disordered noisy diffraction spectra, with no evident
diffraction peaks of either  or  types. The detailed structural transformation was
studied by TEM during in situ heating (results are under publication).
The duration of ex situ thermal treatment at 1000 °C strongly influenced the
crystallinity of the samples: while for a 2 hours annealing, the sample remained
polycrystalline and strongly textured, samples annealed for 10 hours were found
almost single crystalline [34]. In more detail, the sample that was annealed ex situ for
2 hours, consists of pure -Ga2O3. The layer is polycrystalline and strongly textured:
[-201] direction of each -Ga2O3 crystal is perpendicular to the (001) of the -Al2O3.
The 10 hours-long, ex situ annealed sample is pure -Ga2O3 and almost single
crystalline: -Ga2O3 grow onto the -Al2O3 with epitaxy: (310)/[-13-1] -Ga2O3 ||
(001)/[1-10] -Al2O3 [34]. The upper part of the layer grows with epitaxy but with a
different orientation: (310)/[-130] -Ga2O3 || (001)/[1-10] -Al2O3.
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Figure 1  TEM images of the cross-section and the plane view TEM specimens of the as-
deposited layers with the corresponding crystal structure of κ-Ga2O3. The structure is
textured consisting of 5-10 nm large (110)-twinned orthorhombic domains. STEM image
(at the bottom) with the corresponding line scans shows the Ga atoms in [100] projections.
Spurious peaks are due to overlapping of the twin domains.
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Phase formation sequence in the Ti/InP system during thin film
solid-state reactions
J. L. Lábár, M. Menyhárd, E. Ghegin1,2,3, Ph. Rodriguez2, S. Favier1,2, I. Sagnes4,
and F. Nemouchi2
1STMicroelectronics; 2Univ. Grenoble Alpes; 3CNRS-C2N; 4Centre de Nanosciences et de
Nanotechnologies
Continuous demand for increasing data rates necessitates switching to optical devices
and interconnections. Due to the indirect bandgap of Si, the III-V semiconductor
compounds are considered and introduced as candidates in optical applications.
Integration of these devices in the Si CMOS technology (called “Si Photonics”)
requires a change of material of electrical contacts, as those traditionally contain Au
or Pt (elements which are not even allowed to enter into Si cleanrooms, thus are
excluded from the integration procedure). Ohmic contacts with low specific contact
resistivity are needed. The main process flow consists of a surface preparation (wet
and/or plasma treatments), one or several metal layer depositions and a heat
treatment. These processes aim to control formation of intermetallic compound(s),
thereby modifying the contact resistivity.
In this paper, the phase formation sequence of various observed phases obtained on
the Ti (20 nm and 50 nm)/InP systems under rapid thermal processes (RTP) was
investigated to identify mechanisms responsible for their formation. Sample
preparation consisted of wet etching for 30 s in dilute HCl:H2O (1:2) solution
followed by a direct Ar+ plasma etching (RF) prior to the metal deposition process.
The 20 and 50 nm-thick titanium films were deposited by physical vapor deposition
(magnetron sputtering in DC mode) at 100°C and capped by 7 nm thick TiN
protecting films deposited at the same temperature.
Investigations on this system highlight the initiation of a reaction between the Ti and
the InP substrate during deposition process performed at 100°C. Simultaneous
formation of two binary phases, namely, Ti2In5 and TiP is detected by XRD and
confirmed by electron diffraction (SAED) in the TEM (Fig. 1). TEM image
corresponding to a sample subjected to Ar pre-clean, features important roughness
with a discontinuous TiN film, which morphology is determined by individual TiN
grains. An amorphous layer of about 10 nm is also identified. Because of the
important roughness, the corresponding Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) depth
profile (Fig. 2) is highly smeared and the signals emanating from the InP, the
amorphous layer, and the TiN top layer are not clearly distinct. Nonetheless, a
compositional gradient can be observed in the profile. It, therefore, appears that this
kind of plasma leads to a phosphorus depletion of the InP surface consistently with
what was previously reported in the literature [E. Ghegin et.al., Microelectron. Eng.
156, 86 (2016).]. Formation of the Ti2In5 and TiP phases is attributed to the
compositional gradient induced in the InP by the wet surface preparation and
enhanced by the subsequent in situ Ar+ pre-clean. Once formed, the TiP layer acts as
a diffusion barrier inhibiting further reaction up to 450°C in spite of the presence of
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an important Ti reservoir (Fig. 3). Consequently, the layer system is stable up to
450°C. At higher temperature, however, i.e., from 550°C, a reaction is enabled either
by the enhancement of the species diffusing through the TiP layer or by its
agglomeration. This reaction gives rise to the total consumption of the Ti2In5 and Ti
while the TiP and In phases are promoted. For more details, see [40].
Figure 1  Bright field TEM cross section of (a)
the TiN (7 nm)/Ti (20 nm)/InP as deposited
sample in low magnification, (b) the TiN (7
nm)/Ti (50 nm)/InP as deposited sample in
high magnification and (c) the corresponding
SAED pattern highlighting the presence of four
different layers in the system.
Figure 2  AES depth profile corresponding to
the as deposited TiN (7 nm)/Ti (20 nm)/InP
system.
Figure 3  above (a) TEM cross section of
the TiN (7 nm)/Ti (50 nm)/InP system
annealed at 450°C and (b) corresponding
AES depth profile.
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Effect of deposition parameters on cubic TiC and hexagonal Ti
formation in TiC/a:C thin films
Z. Fogarassy, N. Oláh, I. Cora, Z. E. Horváth, T. Csanádi (IMR SAS), A. Sulyok, and
K. Balázsi
Formation of TiC and Ti phases and their influence on their mechanical properties
were studied. Thin layers were deposited by DC magnetron sputtering at room
temperature in ultrahigh vacuum from two targets (Ti and C).
Figure 1  HRTEM images of the TiC layer with 86 at % Ti content. In the a) HRTEM image
of an incoherent twin boundary and the FFTs from twin boundary two side. In the b)
HRTEM image, stacking faults in the c-TiC are forming h-Ti structure, as seen on its
associated FFTs (in one FFT area are from twin boundaries, in the other FFT area twin
boundaries are not present).
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Thin films with columnar structure containing Ti between 58 at.% and 95 at.% were
obtained in dependence of the sputtering power of the carbon (C) and titanium (Ti)
target. Previous studies by us covered mechanical and structural properties of the a-
C/TiC and TiC films with Ti content from 0 to 58 at.% [N. Oláh et.al., Surface and
Coatings Technology, vol. 302, (2016), pp.410-419.]. Cubic TiC phase (c-TiC) was
formed in films with Ti content from 58 to 86 at.%. Formation of hexagonal Ti (h-Ti)
occurred first from 86 at.% of Ti content and was observed for all films with Ti
content between 86 and 95 at%. The c-TiC disappears at 90 at. % and higher Ti
content, where only h-Ti crystallizes. Both the h-Ti structure and the c-TiC structure
can be formed in the layer with 86 at.% titanium content. The HRTEM investigation
shows that dominantly c-TiC structures are formed in the film. However, c-TiC grains
contain several stacking faults. There are some areas where after a single stacking
fault the orientation of the grain changes in one part of the grain (Fig. 1a right). In
such areas where the two grains with different orientations meet, they form (112) type
incoherent twin boundary perpendicular to the surface of the substrate (Fig. 1). In
certain areas the density of stacking faults increases and locally the crystal structure
of c-TiC can pass through h-Ti structure. The TEM and the XRD studies confirmed
the dominance of c-TiC (111) texture with increasing Ti content.
The hardness of thin films agrees with structural observations. The highest hardness
value (~26 GPa) showed the c-TiC thin film with 67 at.% Ti content. A hardness of
~25GPa was measured in films with 58 to 70 at.% Ti content. The nanohardness
showed decreasing character with increasing Ti content over 70 at.%. The lowest
values of nanohardness (~10 GPa) was observed for thin films with only h-Ti phase.
The present phases will have a large influence on mechanical properties: the films
with pure cubic TiC phase exhibited two times higher hardness than films with the
softer hexagonal Ti phase. It was proven, that the lowest hardness value of around 10
GPa in films with 90-95 at.% Ti is still 2-4 times higher than the hardness of various
Ti alloys like the TiAl6V4 alloy that is often used as implant material.
Structure and mechanical properties of hard yet fracture
resistant W-B-C coatings with varying W and C content
Zs. Czigány, M. Alishahi (Brno) , S. Mirzaei (Brno), P. Soucek (Brno),
L. Zábransky (Brno), V. Buršíková (Brno), M. Stupavská (Brno), V. Peina (ež),
P. Vašina (Brno), and K. Balázsi
Sputter deposited WBC films were investigated in cooperation with Department of
Physical Electronics of Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic (Brno) and
Nuclear Physics Institute of Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, 
ež (
ež).
Preparation of coatings simultaneously exhibiting high hardness and enhanced
fracture toughness is currently a hot topic, as nowadays used ceramic based protective
coatings show difficulties to cope with increased demands due to their inherent
brittleness. Materials exhibiting such seemingly contradictory combination of
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mechanical properties - high hardness and moderate ductility - was already realized in
Mo2BC and recently predicted by ab initio calculations in crystalline X2BC system
(X = Ti, V, Zr, Nb, Mo, Hf, Ta, W). The WBC films were deposited by RF magnetron
sputtering of W, C and B4C targets in Ar at 500°C. The coatings were systematically
synthesized to contain a constant amount of boron. The effect of C/W ratio on the
bonding structure, microstructure, hardness, stiffness, scratch behaviour and fracture
toughness of the coatings was studied. The films with C/W ratio of 0.11 and 0.78
have amorphous structure, however, the films also exhibit a certain short range
ordering that is manifested in irregular curved lattice fringes with short extension in
HR images. The films with C/W ratio of 0.48 and 0.61 contain crystalline clusters
inside the near-amorphous matrix (Fig. 1). These clusters of 1-2 nm size with lattice
fringe contrast are clearly visible in the HRTEM images. In the diffraction patterns
sharper textured segments at 2.41 are observable within the inner diffuse ring. The
textured segments indicate lattice planes parallel with the substrate surface.
Therefore, coatings with the C/W ratio the furthest from W2BC stoichiometric
composition were near amorphous with no obvious crystallites, coatings closer to the
W2BC stoichiometry were nanocomposites with small grains embedded in an
amorphous matrix. A gradual roughening of the microstructure from dense close
packed to a porous columnar structure was observed with increasing of the C/W ratio
and was attributed to a decrease of the energy flux and momentum transfer to the
growing coating during the deposition with the increasing C/W ratio. All of the
presented coatings classified as hard coatings with hardness > 20 GPa (Fig. 2). The
level of crystallinity played no crucial role in determining the hardness of the coating,
while the effect of the coating structure was clear – the densest coating with the
highest relative amount of W-B bonds exhibited the highest hardness of ~ 29 GPa.
The presented coatings furthermore exhibited high adhesion to industrially important
substrates as well as scratch and crack resistance unmatchable by current top-of-the-
shelf industrial protective coatings of comparable hardness. Therefore, W-B-C
coatings might pave the way to the next generation of coatings for tool protection.
Figure 1  Cross-sectional TEM image of
WBC film with C/W=0.61. Porous column
walls are visible. Nanocrystallites are
observed by HRTEM and SAED pattern
(insets).
Figure 2  Hardness and elastic modulus
of WBC films with different C/W ratio.
The mechanical properties show
correlation with the density of the
microstructure rather than with the degree
of the crystallinity of the films.
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Dot patterning of CoPt films by RF plasma etching  for high
capacity magnetic media (Ph.D. work)
J. Szívós, G. Sáfrán, Sz. Pothorszky, J. Soltys,
M. Serényi, H. An, Tenghua Gao, A. Deák, and J. Shi
In a Ph.D. work new, cheap and green solution for the nanopatterning of FePt and
CoPt films was searched for to implement Bit Patterned Magnetic Media (BPM) as a
potential candidate to increase bit density in present-day hard disk drives. As for
template Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) films of silica nanospheres self-organized in
hexagonal structure were applied. In 2015, excimer laser pulses were used for surface
modification through the template [J. Szívós et.al., Vacuum 109, 200 (2014)]. In
2016, RF plasma-etching was introduced that removes the layer only at the uncovered
areas, and separated islands are formed behind the silica nanospheres.  The technique
was demonstrated through nanopatterning metallic, semiconductor and insulator films
and the influence of plasma parameters was revealed on the depth, morphology and
resolution.
RF plasma etching technique was applied in 2017 for dot-patterning CoPt magnetic
layers prepared in cooperation with the Tokyo Institute of Technology. We obtained
hexagonally distributed individual magnetic domains of sizes below 100 nm. TEM
(Fig. 8), VSM (Fig. 9) and MFM studies revealed that our films exhibit the hard
magnetic L10 (fct) CoPt phase in separated and magnetically decoupled, islands.
Such nanopatterned layers are candidates for dot patterned magnetic media [G.
Sáfrán, Applied Surface Science 435 (2018) 31–38].
Figure 1  (a) SEM  and (b) XTEM  of dot-patterned L10 (fct) CoPt film. (c) HRXTEM
image and its Fast Fourier Transform. Marked reflections: 1 – fct CoPt(002); 2 – fct
CoPt(001); 3 – fct CoPt(011); 4 – fct CoPt(110).
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Figure 2  Vibrating Sample
Magnetometry (VSM) results. VSM of
nanopatterned CoPt films measured
parallel and perpendicular to the
surface, respectively (a) heat treated
sample, (b) non-heat treated sample.
Formation and properties of self-forming diffusion barrier
layers
(OTKA K 81808)
K. H. Nagy and F. Misják
Cu-Mn films are perspective contact and interconnect material [J. Bogan et.al., J.
Appl. Phys. 120 (2016) 105305]. However, their application on low- dielectrics
(carbon doped oxides, CDO) has difficulties since Mn can react with carbon present
in the dielectric, which complicates interface chemistry. Thermal stability and solid
phase reaction between amorphous Cu-Mn films and carbon substrates were
investigated by in-situ TEM. Amorphous Cu-Mn films (with 50 and 70 at% Mn
content) were deposited by DC magnetron sputtering at room temperature.
Evaporated carbon foils were used as substrates to model low- carbon doped oxides
in their reaction with Cu-Mn films. In-situ TEM revealed that the amorphous state is
stable below 300°C, where the films crystallize into Cu(Mn) and -Mn-based solid
solutions. While Cu-based solid solution remains stable up to 600oC, Mn-based
phases alter. Mn carbide phases appear at 400°C accompanied with the disappearance
of -Mn phase and the decrease of Mn content of Cu(Mn) phase. In the temperature
range of 400-500°C Mn23C6 and Mn5C2 carbide phases are present. As temperature
increases more carbon diffuses into the film and hence the compound of lower C:Mn
ratio (Mn23C6) disappears and a new phase of higher C:Mn ratio, the Mn7C3 appears.
Mn5C2 carbides have lamellar structure and show Arrhenius-type grain growth in the
temperature range of 400-600oC.
The activation energy of Mn5C2 growth is 101±20 and 88±22 kJ/mol respectively in
the film containing 50 and 70 at% Mn indicating that carbide growth is facilitated
with increasing Mn content. In addition to carbide formation, surface oxidation occurs
as well in the system. Thermodynamic considerations indicate that Mn carbide
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formation can only occur in the Cu-Mn-C-O system when the Mn is not fully
oxidized, and there are free metallic Mn atoms left. Our results suggest that a thin,
uniform barrier layer without carbide formation can be formed on the surface of
CDOs when sufficient O is available for full oxidation of Mn within diffusion
distance to the Cu(Mn)/CDO interface and when the diffusion of Mn into the CDO is
prevented.
TEM study of nickel and copper silicides
E. Dodony and Gy. Z. Radnóczi
Microelectronics and semiconductor industry has a growing appetite for the use of
nickel and copper silicides in their products, because of their favorable properties. For
example, nickel is used for metal induced lateral crystallization (MILC) processes,
and nickel silicides in various nano-, and microelectronic devices as contact material.
Cu3Si is used as contact material as well as catalyst in making semiconductor
nanowires and ultrapure silicon suitable for photovoltaic devices.
Due to their importance, we have studied formation of nickel and copper silicides in
thin amorphous silicon (a-Si) films. A 10 nm thick a-Si film was transferred onto Cu
and Ni grids and heated in-situ in a Philips CM20 transmission electron microscope.
During heating, the Cu and Ni grids acted as unlimited sources for the diffusion of
metals into the a-Si. Copper silicides started forming at 500 oC, and nickel silicides at
560 °C. We observed two competing phases, Ni3Si and one of the low temperature
polymorphs of the Cu3Si (Fig. 1). Both forms are superstructures. Available structural
models for both phases were compared to the measurements, and was found that they
do not match properly, similarly, as calculated diffraction patterns using published
models do not match our experimental data.
Now we focus our efforts to collect diffraction data and high-resolution electron
microscopic images of both phases. Our goal is to make new crystal structure models
for both the ”-Cu3Si and Ni3Si.
Figure 1  Diffraction of ”-Cu3Si [110] projection and a HREM image of the same phase.
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Characterization of defect structure, mechanical properties
and stability of electrodeposited nanocrystalline Ni films
T. Kolonits, Zs. Czigány, J. Gubicza (ELTE Univ.), P. Jenei (ELTE Univ.), S. Zsurzsa
(Wigner Res. Centre), L. Péter (Wigner Res. Centre), and Bakonyi (Wigner Res.
Centre)
Effect of various organic additives on defect structure and mechanical properties of
electrodeposited Ni films was investigated by X-ray diffraction (XRD) line profile
analysis (eCMWP model), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and energy
disperse spectroscopy (EDS). Main task in the project is to investigate the effect of
the additives on the grain structure and defect (dislocation and twin) density which
influence macroscopic properties of the layers and their applications.
Electrodeposited layers were prepared at room temperature and at low current density
onto copper substrates. The basic electrolyte mainly contained nickel-sulphate
(NiSO4·7 H2O) and boric acid (H3BO3). XRD and TEM grain size and phase analysis
was carried out to determine the microstructure. Hardness tests were made to examine
mechanical properties. Heat treatment (at 500, 750 and 1000 K) was also applied to
investigate the stability of the micro and macro properties.
Figure 1  Grain size distribution of nanocrystalline Ni film deposited from electrolyte
based on nickel-sulfate and nickel-chloride with saccharine additive determined by TEM
(left). A bimodal grain size distribution can be observed by TEM (right). Arrow indicates
the growth direction of the layer.
According to our former research [T. Kolonits et.al., J Electrochemical Society
(2016), 163(3): D107-D114] in the film deposited without additives, a columnar
structure was observed, textured into direction <220>. Varying additives in the bath,
various microstructures were observed: textured (both in direction <220> or <200>),
non-textured, twinned, ultrafine grained and nanocrystalline, etc. EDS revealed that
mainly the low quantity of (~0.1 at%) incorporated sulfur, sodium and chlorine is
responsible for the different microstructures. Due to the synergic effect of nickel-
chloride and saccharin, an interesting bimodal grain size distribution could be
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observed: a smaller one due to saccharin, and a larger one corresponding to the effect
of nickel-chloride (Fig. 1). Hardness test was compared with the microstructure both
before and after heat treatment. One of the additives (trisodium-citrate) showed
outstanding hardness and thermal stability, meanwhile in samples deposited with
saccharin (which showed the smallest grain size, largest defect density and best
hardness) the recrystallization process occurred between 750-1000 K and took place
in a few minutes.
New type functional alloy films
(OTKA NN 112156)
F. Misják1 F,B.R. Braeckman2 , K.H.  Nagy1, G. Radnóczi1, D. Depla2
1MTA EK MFA, 2Dept. of Solid State Sciences, Ghent University, Belgium
A new type of material, high-entropy alloy (HEA) thin films were investigated in this
project. High-entropy alloys processed by non-equilibrium methods such as splat
quenching, ball milling or magnetron sputtering exhibit in most cases simple
structures. HEA prepared in the form of thin films or coatings can have favourable
functional properties like relatively high hardness and plasticity, good electrical or
magnetic as well as anticorrosion properties making them suitable for different
applications. The phase formation in HEA films depends on the alloy composition
and the synthesis methods.
Nbx-(CoCrCuFeNi) thin films were synthesized by sputtering from compacted
powder targets. The films were deposited at room temperature onto Si substrates with
a deposition rate of ~10 nm/min. The structure formation mechanism of the Nbx-
CoCrFeNiCu (HEA) model system was investigated by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) to reveal nanostructure of the films. Fig. 1 shows the cross-
sectional bright field HR-TEM images and the electron diffraction patterns of the
deposited thin films as a function of Nb content. The CoCrCuFeNi alloy without Nb
exhibits a single phase face centred cubic (fcc) solid solution [Braeckman BR, et.al.,
Thin Solid Films 616, pp. 703-710. (2016)]. When adding Nb, the diffraction rings
are broadened with increasing Nb content and the higher order diffraction rings
eventually vanish. The bright-field images reveal the presence of nanocrystallites in
the film with 5, 7, and 9.6 at.% Nb, while films with 15.2 and 24.3 at.% seem
amorphous. However, a thorough HREM investigation of the 15.2 at.% sample
revealed nanocrystallites of 2–3 nm in size, and with a lattice spacing corresponding
to the observed FCC phase in samples with a lower Nb content. These crystallites are
embedded into an amorphous matrix. It is also observed that the size and density of
the crystallites decreases with increasing Nb concentration [18]. A comparison
between grain sizes (as determined from HRTEM, and XRD) is shown in Fig 1f. The
XRD grain size was calculated using Scherrer's equation, and a continuous decrease
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with increasing Nb concentration is observed. The HREM analysis shows apparently
the same result.
Structural changes in the nanostructure as a function of Nb content can be understood
from topological point of view: such alloys can be regarded as binary alloys. The
addition of Nb with a larger atomic radius (143 pm) as compared with the five base
elements (between atomic sizes of 125 and 128 pm) introduces lattice strains. When
the Nb concentration becomes too high, the FCC lattice cannot accommodate the
atomic level strains, and the amorphous configuration becomes more favourable.
Figure 1  Cross-sectional bright
field TEM images and electron
diffraction patterns of the Nbx-
(CoCrCuFeNi) thin films for (a) 0
at.% Nb, (b) 5.7 at.% Nb, (c) 9.6
at.% Nb, (d) 15.2 at.% Nb, and(e)
24.3 at.% Nb. The grain size as
determined from XRD and TEM is
shown in (f). The grain size of the
amorphous film with 24.3 at.% Nb
was set to 0 nm.
Graphene-ceramic composites for tribological application in
aqueous environments
(M-ERA.NET GRACE, OTKA NN 114422, OTKA PD 121368 )
C. Balázsi, O. Tapasztó, Zs. Fogarassy, V. Varga,  M. Knoch (FCT), J. Dusza (IMR
SAS, Slovakia), A. Kailer (IMW Fraunhofer, Germany), K. Balázsi
Main objective of the project was to develop tribological systems on the basis of
functionalized graphene and ceramic-graphene nanocomposites and their qualification
for technical applications, e.g., for slide bearings and face seals in aqueous media.
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Our current knowledge in the field of ceramic nanocomposites shows that it is
possible to make ceramic materials with improved mechanical and tribological
properties by incorporating graphene both into the Si3N4 (Fig 1) and the SiC structure.
During the last period, we tested six different types of graphene as additions in SiC
and Si3N4. The multilayered graphene (MLG) was prepared by attritor milling at 10
hours intensive milling of few micrometer sized graphite powders in large quantities
(few kilograms). The large quantity, very cheap and quick preparation process are the
main strengths of our MLG. The Si3N4/MLG and SiC/MLG nanocomposites were
prepared by attritor milling and sintered by hot pressing (HP) in Slovakia (laboratory
scale, diameter of samples was 3 cm) and in FCT lab, Rödental (industrial scale, for
industrial testing). The laboratory scale Si3N4 ceramics were produced with 1 wt%, 3
wt%, 5 wt% and 10 wt% content of MLG. In all composites, densities between 97
and 100 % were obtained.
Figure 1  Development of the total wear
depth of the multilayered graphene
containing Si3N4-pins on SiC-rings and
structure of Si3N4/ 5 wt% MLG.
Figure 2  TEM image of Si3N4 / 5 wt% MLG
showed the dispersion of MLG between silicon
nitride grains after milling and sintering.
The α-Si3N4 to β-Si3N4 phase transformation was completed during hot pressing. The
structural investigations and phase analysis measurements confirmed the presence of
MLGs in all composites after the HP sintering process (Fig. 2). Presence of very fine
nanostructred zirconia on the silicon nitride grains is the consequence of the highly
efficient milling process. HV values decreased with increasing of MLG content from
18.86 GPa to 9.69 GPa. The small increase to 18.86 GPa of HV at 1wt% MLG
content in comparison to 17.01 GPa reference Si3N4 might be attributed to smaller
grain sizes. The results showed that improved tribological properties, more stable
frictional behaviour and a significant increase of the wear resistance at MLG contents
beyond 5 wt% can be achieved (Fig. 1). This new approach is very promising, since
ceramic microstructures can be designed with high toughness and provide improved
wear resistance at low friction [7,134].
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New approaches in the development of Hypoallergenic implant
material in Orthopaedics: steps to personalised medicine
(EU FP7 HypOrth 602318)
K. Balázsi,  N. Oláh, Zs. Fogarassy, V. Varga, T. Sopcák, T. Zagyva, L. Illés, D.
Delfonse (Mathys, Switzerland), C. Lohman (Magdeburg Un., Germany), J. Lorenzen
(Teknologisk Inst., Denmark), A. Wielowiejska-Giertuga (INOP, Poland), Cs. Balázsi
Joint replacement is one of the most successful in current orthopaedics. Although
many improvements have been made, tissue reactions to biomaterials, infection and
lacking osseointegration are still the main reason for the failure of implants and for
revision surgery.  Various materials - considered as “ideal” to wear resistance (e.g.,
CoCr-alloys) or “bioinert” (Ti-alloys) – are found to induce adverse tissue reactions
or to support biofilms. Patients with a known metal allergy are at a higher risk of
developing sensitivity against biomaterials. HypOrth project helps understanding
local adverse reactions around artificial joint replacements and to improve integration
of potential hypoallergenic implants with improved biocompatibility.
HypOrth has already developed bioactive implant surfaces including bioceramics.
Those surfaces and implant materials are being tested in material tests as well as cell
culture experiments. From these results, prototypes are being designed. A very unique
surface coating will be realized by using eggshells and seashells as a source for
calcium/hydroxyapatite coating to enhance osteointegration and mimic
biocompatibility. This technology has been proven to be efficient and effective in
simulator tests.
It can be assumed that the initiative HypOrth has direct impact on the health of
European citizens but also on the technology transfer by stimulating metal forming
industries. Already today, the prototype surfaces are expected to show superior
properties as compared with existing technologies. The main part of the project´s
results is confidential.
Investigation of Biocompatible Glasses for Biomedical
Applications
V.K. Kis, M. Fábián, J. Lábár, I. Székács, A. Sulyok, Zs. Dallos,
Zs. Horváth, F. Misják and  Zs. Kovács
Synthesis and optimization of Ca and P containing bioactive glasses which, due to
their composition, structure and mechanical properties, are suitable for biomedical
application.  Bioactive glasses has been prepared by melt-quench technique in the
compositional range SiO2(45)CaO(25)Na2O(30-x)P2O5(x), x=0, 1, 3, 5. Using
DTA/DSC analysis, the glass transition and crystallization temperatures were
determined for the different samples. Mechanical properties, such as Vickers hardness
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and Young’s modulus were measured by nanoindentation tests at different positions
in the as-cast glasses.
Structure of the bioactive glasses was characterized using electron and neutron
diffraction. TEM studies supported amorphous structure on the nanoscale in case of
glasses with 0, 1 and 3 mole% P content, while the sample with 5 mole% P, contained
nanocrystals with size <30 nm (Fig. 1). Partial atomic correlation functions and
coordination numbers were revealed from RMC modelling based on neutron data
(Fig. 2). Structure forming bonds of Si–O and P-O exhibit narrow distance
distribution, while those corresponding to Ca–O, Na–O and O-O bonds show broader
and more asymmetric distributions.
Figure 1  HRTEM: Nanocrystal in
bioglass with 5 mole% P.
Interference functions and e-PDFs obtained from NBD were compared with bulk
neutron RMC results. To validate e-PDF analysis, the effect of sample thickness and
mean free path was analysed using a reference pure SiO2 glass with different
thickness at 200 and 300 keV. The probe size was 1.5 µm and 25 nm in case of 200
keV and 300 keV respectively. According to our results the atomic distances obtained
from e-PDFs are in good agreement with neutron based RMC data and independent of
sample thickness and the applied Q-range. Thus, e-PDF proved to be suitable for
semi-quantitative characterization of amorphous structure on the nano scale. e-PDFs
of the 5 mole% P sample obtained from NBD using 25 nm probe size at 300 keV
imply inhomogenities in the amorphous structure which is in agreement with HRTEM
observations.
To test the bioactivity of the glasses, samples have been treated in simulated body
Fluid (SBF, following the protocol of Kokubo and Takadama, 2006) for different
soaking times (3h, 3days, 7days, 21 days). After three hours all P containing samples
exhibited a Ca and P rich layer on their surface, which proves the bioactivity of the
glasses. At the same time, on the surface of the P-free glass a silica-rich layer was
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formed. According to XPS, this silica-rich layer contains Mg and P, which implies the
ion-exchange between SBF and glass.
Characterization of the bioactive layer as a function of composition and soaking time
in comparison to bone mineral component is still in progress. A 30 min soaking
experiment is also planned parallel to nanoindentation measurement to reveal the
initial stage of glass transformation and related changes of mechanical properties in
SBF.
Figure 2  (left): Neutron diffraction structure factors, experimental data (colour) and RMC
simulation (black solid line). (right): Comparison of total pair distribution functions from
electron and neutron diffraction data (local vs. bulk, respectively) in the 5 mole% P content
sample (S45P5) indicate the spatial inhomogeneities observed by HRTEM.
Development and characterization of multi-element doped
hydroxyapatite coatings on metallic implant materials
M. Furkó and Cs. Balázsi
The aim of this research work is to develop coatings onto implant materials which
possess simultaneous antimicrobial and biocompatible properties. The coatings were
prepared by applying pulse current deposition technique (Fig. 1). The pure
hydroxyapatite (Hap) layer was doped and co-deposited with Ag+, Zn2+, Mg2+ and
Sr2+ ions (multi-element Hap, mHap). The corrosion and biodegradable properties of
the layers were studied by carrying out potentiodynamic polarization measurements
in simulated body fluid (SBF) using three-electrode open cell over a long time period.
The biocompatible characteristics of the layers were investigated by seeding
osteoblast-like MG-63 cells onto the sample surface.
Fig. 2 clearly demonstrate that the most corrosion resistant material is the substrate
(Ti6Al4V) while the least corrosion resistant (the highest corrosion current measured)
is the multi element doped HAp coating, proving its biodegradable properties.
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Figure 1  SEM-FIB images on HAp coating (a), and on multi-element doped HAp (b).
Figure 2  Potentiodynamic polarization
curves of uncoated Ti6Al4V alloy (a) of
HAp coating (b) and of mHAp (c) recorded
several times over a two-week period in
SBF solution at 37 °C. The potential
scanning rate is 1 mV s-1 in each case.
Development of protective TiC/a:C thin films prepared by DC
magnetron sputtering
N. Oláh and K. Balázsi
Most of the metallic medical implants are made of titanium (Ti) or of its various
alloys because of the favorable biocompatibility. However, after implantation, Ti ions
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(and / or alloying elements) can be detected in the body – due to corrosion or metal
scraping – which may cause inflammation, and may lead to allergic symptoms, or in
the worst case, the implant must be removed. In order to increase the metal insulation,
corrosion resistance, and thus biocompatibility, several methods can be used. One of
them is the passivation of the surface with different nanocomposites. Ceramic
titanium carbide / amorphous carbon (TiC/a:C) protective nanocomposite thin film
may be a potential candidate for such a surface protection coating to the different
implant materials serving as barrier layer. The main goal of this work was to develop
and produce TiC/a:C nanocomposite thin film coatings by DC magnetron sputtering,
electron microscopic examination of growth mechanisms, determination of
relationship between the structure and the physical - biological properties, as well as
the sample preparation.
It was shown that the TiC/a:C thin films produced by DC magnetron sputtering at
room temperature follow the morphology characteristic of the two- component
system zone diagram but they do not follow the phase transformations expected based
on the macroscopic Ti - C phase diagram. Based on structural examination it was
found that the globular TiC nanocrystals began to take shape until 25 W of Ti target
power and above this value, the films were grown by columnar crystals. The diameter
of the columns increases with the thickness increase, the higher the Ti content is
widening faster. As the Ti content increased, the thickness of the amorphous carbon
matrix decreased from 10 nm to 1 – 2 nm and the size of the TiC nanocrystals grew
from ~ 0.5 nm to 26 nm (Fig.1). FFT confirmed the presence of the only identifiable
face-centered-cubic (fcc) TiC crystal phase. Further increasing of Ti content, up to ~
60 at% showed the disappearance of amorphous carbon from the full length TiC
columns, and any other Ti phase, such as hcp Ti, was not manifested.
The effect of TiC/a:C thin films on the mechanical (hardness (H), modulus of
elasticity (E)) and tribological properties was also analyzed and it was detected that
these properties show a distinct variation depending on Ti content. The highest H of
~ 26 GPa and E of ~ 140 GPa with friction coefficient of 0.268 was observed in case
of the film prepared at ~ 38 at% Ti content (Fig. 2).
Most important result of the corrosion tests was that the TiC/a:C protective coating on
various substrates, while providing a high hardness to the surface, was also sensitive
to electrochemical processes. The TiC/a:C coated sandblasted TiAl6V4 alloy
possesses the highest polarization resistances over time while the lowest resistances
belong to coated polished wafers. It was observed from the ICP-OES results that the
TiC/a:C coated sandblasted TiAl6V4 alloy prevents dissolution of both Ti and Al into
simulated body fluid.
Based on the biocompatibility and viability tests of the thin films, it was found that
the cells like the surface of the coating, are proliferated on the TiC/a:C thin film, so
the films become non-toxic, biocompatible and the viability of the cells is excellent
after 3 days. Furthermore, based on the results of the hydrophilicity tests on the
coatings it was found that all films exhibited hydrophobic behavior regardless of the
composition [90].
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Figure 1  Cross section TEM image of
TiC/a:C thin film deposited consisted at
40 W PTi.
Figure 2  Effect of structure on mechanical
properties of TiC/a:C thin films.
Effect of oxidization of Si3N4 particles on structure of sintered
Si3N4 ceramics
A. Qadir, K. Balázsi, and Cs Balázsi
Materials made of silicon nitride (Si3N4) are used in high-temperature oxidizing
environment, thus, it is necessary to investigate the oxidation mechanism on
structural, mechanical and tribological properties. The effect of hot isostatic pressing
(HIP) on nanosized oxidized silicon powder particles on the structural and mechanical
properties of Si3N4 was studied. The starting -Si3N4 powders were oxidized for 10
and 20 hours at 1000 ˚C in ambient air. Amorphous oxide layer formation was
observed on the surface of Si3N4 powder particles by high resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM). Thickness of the oxide layer on the surface of
powder particles increased with oxidation time. These powders were densified at
1700 ˚C in nitrogen gas environment under 20 MPa for 3 hours using HIP technique.
The complete  to  transformation was observed in Si3N4 samples which were
sintered at 1700 ˚C under 20 MPa for 3 hours. Silicon oxynitride (Si2N2O) phase was
found in sintered samples and the amount increased with the oxidation time (Fig. 1).
The  phase decreased with the increase of Si2N2O phase in the sintered samples. We
showed that the oxidation influenced the mechanical properties of sintered
composites as well. The flexural strength of samples at 1700 ˚C sintering temperature
is higher due to the higher amount of - Si3N4 phase than that of samples which were
sintered at 1500 ˚C. Decreasing tendency in flexural strength of the samples was
observed with oxidation time. Higher amount of oxygen in the base powders results
in higher tendency of formation of Si2N2O in the sintered Si3N4.
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Figure 1  The bending strength of sintered samples decreased with the increase of
oxidation time.
Advanced ceramic and their composits for energy application
S. Lamnini, K. Balázsi and  Cs. Balázsi, Zs. Fogarassy, E. Zs. Horváth, and S. Tóth
Several applications in energetics are known where yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ)
and zirconia / multiwall carbon nanotube (MWCNT) composites were useful used as
parts of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC), photovoltaic solar cells, supercapacitor or
hydrogen storage materials. The Ni – YSZ cermets are widely accepted as anodic
materials in SOFCs with high catalytic activity and electrical conductivity. Research
works showed drawbacks when with hydrocarbon fuels carbon build-up, sulfur
poisoning or low tolerance to redox cycling is found. These irreversible processes
damage the microstructure of anodes and reduce cell performance, therefore, Ni-free
anode materials are continuously researched for and developed to overcome these
problems. In this work, milled YSZ / MWCNT composites were studied.  The effect
of attritor milling on structure of 8 mol% yttria-stabilized zirconia (8YSZ) composites
with 1wt%, 5 wt% and 10 wt%  MWCNTs addition was studied.  In all cases, a high
dispersivity of the particles with a sharp and irregular shape was found, while the as-
received MWCNTs were observed as clusters forming bundles of 2.5m in length.
Raman measurements showed results also supporting structural observations. The
apparition of the G and D bands for all the composites at ~1589cm−1 and ~
1356cm−1 confirmed the structural integrity of MWCNT after the milling process as
well. The next step will be the sintering of milled composites by spark plasma
sintering and study effect of MWCNT addition on density and electrical properties.
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Figure 1  XRD measurements of YSZ/MWCNT compositesafter 5h intensive attritor
milling.
Effect of Si3N4 addition on the morphological and structural
properties of the 316L stainless steel for nuclear applications
H. R. Ben Zine, K. Balázsi, and Cs. Balázsi, F. C. Sahin (ITU), Z. E. Horváth,
Z. Czigány, and Á. Horváth
316L austenitic stainless steel has attracted attention due to its good mechanical
properties at high temperatures, good corrosion resistance and good weldability,
which can be an effective solution for several industrial applications. Effect of
addition of submicron sized Si3N4 on the morphological and structural properties of
the ceramic dispersion strengthened (CDS) 316L stainless steel prepared by powder
technology was studied. Two composites were prepared; 316L/0.33 wt. % Si3N4 and
316L/1 wt. % Si3N4. In order to assure a good dispersion of the ceramic particles in
the stainless steel powders and a grain size reduction at the same time, highly efficient
attrition milling was used. It was found that 5 hours milling in ethanol at 600 rpm and
using 3 mm grinding stainless steel balls was sufficient to obtain grains with flake-
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like shape in case of 316L/0.33wt. % Si3N4. Spark plasma sintering (SPS) was used
for fast sintering of milled composites.
The samples have been sintered under 50MPa at 900C° for 5 minutes in vacuum.
Structural and morphological changes were studied after milling and sintering
process. It was found that the amount of Si3N4 addition influenced the efficiency of
milling process resulting in powder mixtures with different 316L stainless steel grain
size and shapes. In the case of 0.33 wt. % Si3N4 addition (Fig. 1). The intensive
milling assured an optimal coverage of 316L stainless steel grains with submicron
sized Si3N4 particles in both cases, as demonstrated by EDS and TEM. In this case,
the fracture is propagating through both intergranular or transgranular paths as shown
in Fig. 2. The slightly damaged globular grains covered with Si3N4 particles clearly
affected the fracturing behaviour as the SEM images shows a dominance of the
intergranular fracturing with the presence of very few transgranular fracturing [106].
Figure 1  TEM images of sintered
samples. a) 316L/0.33wt. % Si3N4.
Figure 2  Schematic representation of the
dominant fracturing behaviour. in the case of
the 316L/0.33wt. % Si3N4.
Adhesion model of graphene islands on metal substrates based
on Moiré-patterns
M. Szendr and P. Süle
One problematic aspect of graphene (GR) CVD growth on metal substrates is that GR
is capable to create rotational domains, separated by grain boundaries (GBs), sometimes
even on a single crystal surface. GBs worsen the electric properties of GR, therefore the
nucleation of differently orientated islands is an undesirable phenomenon.
An interesting feature is, that the different existing orientations are very specific to the
substrate (e.g: on Cu(111) the most commonly known orientations are: R0°, R7°, but
for Ir(111) we have R0°, R14°, R19°, R23°, R26°, R30°). We are not aware of a
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physical model that can somehow clarify the very basic nature of these orientations.
Why only these orientations can appear, and what are circumstances that influence GR
to form one or another orientation?
In order to understand these aspects a continuum mathematical model was developed
which calculates the adhesion energy of a GR island with a given size and orientation
based only on knowledge of the underlying Moiré-pattern which is formed among
atomic lattices. This approach agrees surprisingly well with DFT and CMD results.
This shows that we have captured some very basic physical insights of the adhesion.
Using our model, Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations can be carried out to perform GR
growth simulations on several nuclei to analyze their distribution of orientation (Fig. 1).
These MC simulations are several orders of magnitude faster than Kinetic MC methods
(Fig. 2).
Figure 1  The dependence of the adhesion on the orientation of a GR nanoisland with a
diameter of 2.2 nm on Cu(111) surface. Our model (red line) is compared to DFT
calculations (blue spots).
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Figure 2  The behavior of the rotational energy spectrum of a hollow (red line) and a hcp
stacking island (blue line) when increasing the size (from top to bottom) according to our
model. The spectrums of the two types of islands are almost mirror images of each other.
During growth the number of energy minimums increases. The 30° is the source of the
minimums: as the island grows new minimums appear at 30°, then they travel towards 0°.
When two hollow minimums get close enough to 0° they unite and change the hollow
maximum to a minimum and vice versa for the hcp type. This means that 0° is a dynamic
minimum.
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One-sample combinatory for high throughput TEM- and other
analytical studies of thin binary layer systems
G. Sáfrán, T. Lohner, M. Serényi, P. Petrik, B. Kalas, Zs. Zolnai, and J. Gubicza
Our aim was to effectively study the concentration dependent properties of two
component thin layer systems.  We worked out a high throughput method, so called
micro-combinatory, based on the "one-sample concept" i.e., a single gradient sample
condenses the whole binary system of components A and B where AxB1-x (x=0...1)
with a geometry that fits the actual analytical measuring technique. The patented
method [G. Sáfrán: Hung. Patent, P 15 00500 (2015)] enables a comprehensive study
within one specimen within a single measuring session. A specific advantage of -
combinatory is that the phases of the binary film are formed and investigated side by
side, in a single TEM grid that provides superior reproducibility and a straight
comparison. The all-in-one feature is very efficient; only one sample is to handle,
there is no need for laborious preparations replacement and study of a series of TEM
samples. The consistency, and known concentration profile of -combinatorial
samples are an invitation to high throughput automated TEM. That may be
implemented by combining computerized stage positioning, precession electron
diffraction and digital image storage and processing.
For a demonstration of the micro-combinatorial method and because of the
technological importance Si-Ge binary films were studied by TEM, RBS, and
ellipsometry and nanoindentation to reveal the correlation of composition,
structure,optical and mechanical properties (Fig. 1).
Figure 1  Set-up of micro-
combinatorial deposition for
TEM samples. For RBS,
ellipsometry, nanoindentation,
and XRD the sample size is




combinatorial  layer track
consists of three sections;
sections of components A and B
and in between a gradient
section of A-to-B.
Research of thin SiGe layers is strongly motivated due to potential of widespread
applications, e.g., solar cells, thin film transistors, Schottky diodes, thermal sensors,
bolometers. The present study spans the whole cc. range, of the SiGe binary system,
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while earlier studies cover only the low Ge-content range. Besides, due to enhanced
non-linear properties of Ge to Si, layers of higher Ge content are of interest in
development of optoelectronic devices for the mid-infrared region [Carletti, et al. Opt.
Express,  23 (2015) 32202].
A reveal of the concentration dependent properties of SiGe-on-Si provides the fine
tuning of the properties – band gap (Fig. 2 and 3), refractive index – as well, the
extension of the range of operation up to 8 µm, the Si absorption wavelength, or to 14
µm, the Ge transparency cut-off (Fig. 4 and 5) [M. Brun, et al. Opt. Express 22, 508
(2014)],[ M. Ramirez, et al. Opt. Express 25, 6561-6567 (2017)]. The development of
the µ-combinatorial method and device was done in co-operation of MFA and
Holocom in a GINOP [Hung. Dev. Innov. Op. Prog. GINOP-2.1.7-15-2016-02073].
Figure 2  Linear concentration distribution
and optical band gap of DC magnetron
sputtered Si-Ge obtained by RBS.
Figure 3  Ellipsometry as a function of Ge-
concentration measured in a 25x10 mm
2
size µ-combinatorial sample.
Figure 4  XRD diagrams and the 111 and
220 peak distances of a Si-Ge sample
crystallized at 800°C.
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The research profile of the Nanobiosensorics Group is the development and
application of label-free optical biosensors, the mathematical modeling of the relevant
biological and biophysical processes. Building on their broad national and
international collaborative network the group conducts research in the fields of
instrument development, monitoring of cell secreted extracellular vesicles,
development of protein-based functional coatings, adhesion studies on human cancer
and immune cells, and theoretical modeling. In 2014, the application for an ERC
Consolidator Grant by the head of the research group received qualification category
“A (fully meets the ERC excellence criteria and should be funded if sufficient funds
are available)” after the interview in Brussels, but the funding line did not reach this
proposal due to budgetary constraints. However, using this achievement the Group
could successfully apply for funding from NKFIH in the framework of the ERC_HU
call. In the framework of this project they aim single cell manipulation and label-free
sensing. 
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Biophysical characteristics of proteins and living cells exposed
to the green tea polyphenol epigallocatecin-3-gallate (EGCg):
Review of recent advances from molecular mechanisms to
nanomedicine and clinical trials
(Lendület LP2012-26/2012)
B. Péter, Sz. Bsze (ELTE), and R. Horváth
Traditionally, tea was drunk to eliminate toxins, to improve blood flow and resistance
to diseases, so its habitual consumption has long been associated with health benefits.
Among natural compounds and traditional Chinese medicines, the green tea
polyphenol epigallocatechin gallate (EGCg) is one of the most studied active
substance. Tea catechins, especially (-)-EGCg, have been shown to have various
health benefits, for example anti-metastasis, anti-cardiovascular, anti-cancer,
antiinflammatory and antioxidant effects (Fig. 1).
Figure 1  Diversified effects of EGCg [98].
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In 2015 we focused on the molecular scale interactions between proteins and EGCg
with special focus on its limited stability and antioxidant properties, the observed
biophysical effects of EGCg on 112 various cell lines and cultures. The alteration of
cell adhesion, motility, migration, stiffness, apoptosis, proliferation, as wells as the
different impacts on normal and cancer cells are all summarised in our prospective
review article. We also handled the works performed using animal models, microbes
and clinical trials. Novel ways to develop its utilization as therapeutic purposes in the
future are discussed too, for instance, using nanoparticles and green tea polyphenols
together to cure illnesses, and the combination of EGCg and anticancer compounds to
intensify their effects. In this review we summarize the experiments and results of the
past few years. The limitations of the employed experimental models and the
criticisms on the interpretation of the obtained experimental data are summarized as
well. We also pointed out some inaccuracies in the literature.
Green tea polyphenol tailors cell adhesivity of RGD displaying
surfaces: multicomponent models monitored optically
(Lendület LP2012-26/2012)
B. Péter, E. Farkas, E. Forgács, A. Saftics, B. Kovács, S. Kurunczi, I. Székács,
A. Csampai, Sz. Bsze (ELTE), and R. Horváth
A wide range of experimental methods are available to measure cell adhesion and
cell–surface interactions, however, most of them have serious disadvantages when a
multicomponent model of cell adhesion has to be quantitatively investigated in a
reasonable time frame.  (For example, labeling techniques use fluorescent markers
that may affect normal cell behavior and the imaging time is often limited by the
bleaching of the marker). In contrast, we highlighted the remarkable potentials of
high-throughput resonant waveguide gratings in studying multicomponent model
systems of cell–surface interactions. The interaction of the anti-adhesive, antifouling
coating, PLL-g-PEG and its RGD (Arg-Gly-Asp) functionalized form, PLL-g-PEG-
RGD, with the green tea polyphenol, EGCg was in situ monitored. Right after,
cellular adhesion on the EGCg exposed coatings was recorded in real-time (Fig.1).
The plate based sensor configuration allowed following the above processes with
different surface coatings, EGCg states and concentrations in a single run, on the
same biosensor plate. Despite the reported excellent antifouling properties of the
above polymer coatings, EGCg strongly interacted with them, and affected their cell
adhesivity in a concentration dependent manner. The differences between the effects
of the freshly prepared and oxidized EGCg solution could be also first demonstrated.
The measured interactions were significantly stronger for the oxidized EGCg
solution, highlighting the importance of storage conditions of EGCg solutions, often
overlooked in present literature. Using a semiempirical quantumchemical method we
showed that EGCg binds to the PEG chains of PLL-g-PEG and PLL-g-PEG-RGD by
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hydrogen bonds. Moreover, the calculations illuminated the differences in binding
affinity between the fresh and oxidized EGCg, well supporting the experimental
findings. Our work lead to a new model of polyphenol action on cell adhesion ligand
accessibility and matrix rigidity.
Figure 1  In situ kinetic curves recorded by the Epic BT instrument. A 384-well plate used
in the experiment is also shown, together with the manipulation steps in a typical well
(right scheme). Typical experimental curves are plotted (bottom left corner) for PP:PPR
coating, and 500 µg/ml EGCg concentration. The detailed experimental conditions
corresponding to the various kinetic curves are indicated above the graph [99].
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Label-free optical biosensor for on-line monitoring the
integrated response of human B cells upon the engagement of
stimulatory and inhibitory immune receptors
(Lendület LP2012-26/2012)
I. Kurucz, B. Péter, A. Prosz, I. Székács, R. Horváth, and A. Erdei (ELTE)
The majority of current cell-based assays relies on the measurement of a single event
at a predetermined time point in a specifically chosen signaling path-way, let it be
second messenger release, reporter-gene production or target translocation. These
measurements require the use of labeled compounds, sometimes the modification of
cells to express the target in larger amount or to produce a reporter molecule to be
able to monitor receptor engagement. The mentioned manipulations can be toxic for
the cells and can interfere with normal cellular physiology of the target receptors or
their environment and the applied fluorescence and colored compounds may induce
elevated background. Consequently, functional cellular assays which can report from
different signaling events in real time without the application of molecular
engineering (in providing the suitable cellular partner) and without the use of
labelling would be of high value for both theoretical and practical studies even if they
are more complex and less specific than cell-based biochemical assays.
To be able to obtain holistic pictures about B cell responses to complex interlocking
stimulations Epic BT optical biosensor was applied and set to establishing the method
using human B cell lines, derived from Burkitt’s lymphomas. We successfully
immobilized non-adherent B cells on the surface of the biosensors, without the
ligation of any specific receptors or adhesion molecules. This way we were able to
demonstrate that engagement of the antigen specific B cell receptors (BCR) induced
reproducible dynamic mass redistribution (DMR) inside the cells as a measure of
receptor activation (see Fig.1). The initiated DMR response proved to be specific,
since only antibodies recognizing the BCR could generate the response; neither the
assay-buffer, nor high concentration of indifferent proteins or non-specific antibodies
had any effect. The measure of cell activation was sensitive, concentration dependent,
and specifically and dose-dependently inhibited by the Syk inhibitor BAY 61-3606.
The BCR-triggered DMR response was evoked from three human Epstein-Barr virus
(EBV) negative B cell lines, but could not be elicited in two EBV-positive BL cell
lines, where the presence of the EBV-derived LMP2A protein desensitizes the cells’
response to the BCR-induced signaling.
Therefore, our work opens new avenues to study complex signaling events and to
decipher interactions within the signaling network during B cell activation.
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Figure 1  Experimental setup to perform real-time measurement of dynamic mass
redistribution (DMR) using B-cell lines (A); and schematic illustration of the principle of
DMR detection (B) [66].
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Fabrication and characterization of ultrathin and spin-coated
(thick) dextran layers (Hydrogel film fabrication for
biosensing)
(Lendület LP2012-26/2012)
A. Saftics, S. Kurunczi, B. Türk, E. Agócs, B. Kalas, P. Petrik, M. Fried, A. Sulyok,
Sz. Bsze (ELTE), and R. Horváth
Fabrication of a stable and reproducible surface with the required chemical functions
are one of the major challenge in the development of label-free biosensors.
Polysaccharide dextran interface layers are able to improve the sensitivity of
biosensors, owing to the anti-fouling property and the high receptor immobilization
capacity of the dextran chains.
Figure 1   () and  () spectra measured for the determination of the thickness and
refractive index of CMD on the TiO2-SiO2 waveguide (a). The solid lines refer to the
measured spectra, the dashed lines (- - - and - - -) to the fitted curves (MSE = 20). The
spectra were recorded at the center point (x = 0 cm, y = 0 cm) of the sample fabricated by
spin coating of the CMD at 3000 rpm rotational speed. Details about the optical model
were also put on the figure (b). Additional figures: thickness (dCMD) (c) and refractive index
(nCMD, 632.8 nm) (d) map of the CMD. The refractive index was calculated from the
Cauchy equation at the wavelength of 632.8 nm.
Carboxymethyl-dextran (CMD) was synthetized in our laboratory from the native
dextran. Grafting methods based on covalent coupling to aminosilane- and
epoxysilane-functionalized surfaces were applied to obtain thin CMD layers. The
carboxyl moiety of the CMD was coupled to the aminated surface by EDC (Ethyl-3-
(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide hydrochloride) and NHS (N-hydroxy-
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succinimide) reagents, while CMD coupling through epoxysilane molecules was
performed without any additional reagents. The surface analysis following the
grafting procedures consisted of x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), attenuated
total reflection infrared spectroscopy (ATR-IR), as well as atomic force microscopy
(AFM), which proved the presence and the 1 - 2 nm thickness of the CMD layer, and
verified its covalent grafting to the surface. The in situ optical waveguide lightmode
spectroscopy (OWLS) measurements were suitable to devise the structure of the
interfacial dextran layers by the evaluation of the optogeometrical parameters.
Figure 2  The effect of the rotational speed on the thickness of the spin coated CMD layer
(dCMD). The data were collected from the thickness maps of multiple parallel samples.
The map values for the individual samples, as well as these data for each parallel sample
were averaged. The bars on the columns represent the minimum and maximum values of
the measured thicknesses at the corresponding rotational speeds [116].
Beside the ultrathin films, we also fabricated thicker CMD layers in the thickness
range of around 150 - 400 nm using spin-coating technique. The dependence of the
layer thickness on the rotational speed as a technical parameter of the fabrication
process, was investigated by spectroscopic ellipsometry. Optical model for the
evaluation of the ellipsometric data was developed and the refractive index dispersion
(Cauchy B parameter) of the CMD layer was determined based on our high sensitivity
measurements on gold substrate. The ellipsometric data showed high rotational speed
dependence on the CMD layer thickness comparing the thickness values at 1000 and
2000 rpm. However, varying the rotational speeds to 3000 and 4000 rpm did not
cause significant difference in the CMD layer thickness. The mapping measurements
also provided details about the extent of the inhomogeneity in the thickness and
refractive index of the CMD layers.
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Bacteria repellent layer made of flagellin
(Lendület LP2012-26/2012)
B. Kovács, D. Patkó, A. Klein (University of Pannonia), B. Kakasi (University of
Pannonia), A. Saftics, S. Kurunczi, F. Vonderviszt (University of Pannonia),
and R. Horváth
The development of bacteria repellent surface coatings is critical in various fields
ranging from biosensing to health care, biotechnology and food production. In the
present study we exploit that the protein flagellin rapidly forms a dense and oriented
monolayer on hydrophobic surfaces upon adsorption from aqueous solution. This
oriented layer mimics the surface of bacterial flagellar filaments and has excellent E.
coli bacteria repellent properties. Quantitative cell adhesion data were obtained by
employing fluorescent microscopy and a label-free surface sensitive optical
biosensor, OWLS (Optical Waveguide Lightmode Spectroscopy). During the
biosensor experiments, injection of the bacterial solution resulted in an almost
negligible signal increase on the flagellin covered OWLS chip (Fig. 1). The adhered
cells were also visualized by fluorescent microscopy and the formed protein film was
characterized by AFM (Atomic Force Microscopy).
Figure 1  [a] Calculated surface mass densities from the in situ OWLS measurements on
the uncoated (black curve) and flagellin coated (grey curve) surfaces in representative
experiments. [b] Representative fluorescent microscopic images of adhered bacteria on
the uncoated (upper) and flagellin coated (bottom) surfaces. The images were recorded
right after the biosensor measurements. (Reference: B. Kovacs, et al., Sensors Actuators B
Chem. 257, 839–845 (2018))
In parallel control experiments, the adherence of bacteria was measured on bare
hydrophobic surfaces as well. The bacteria adhered irreversibly onto the uncoated
surface, but reversibly onto the flagellin coated chip. Both OWLS and microscopy
results well confirmed that the flagellin coating drastically reduced the adhesion of E.
coli cells. Therefore, a novel type of bacteria repellent layer made of flagellin is
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demonstrated. The great advantage of the flagellin-based surface coatings is that this
protein can be easily produced in large amounts in a cost-effective way. The
introduced flagellin-based coatings offer a general toolbox for controlling the surface
adhesion of living cells.
Receptor specific adhesion assay for the quantification of
integrin–ligand interactions in intact cells using a microplate
based, label-free optical biosensor
(Lendület LP2012-26/2012)
I. Székács, N. Orgován, B. Péter, B. Kovács, and R. Horváth
Integrins are transmembrane heterodimers, a group of plasma membrane receptors
that mediate adhesion of cells to the extracellular matrix (ECM). Integrins bind to
ECM proteins mainly via the Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) sequence motif and are crucially
involved in many physiological events, including immune responses, cell growth and
differentiation, and tissue morphogenesis. In addition, integrins are associated with
pathophysiological conditions (e.g., thrombosis, some genetic and autoimmune
diseases, and metastatic development), and thus, represent important therapeutic
target structures. Disruption of binding to integrin receptors is an important topic in
drug discovery, comprising the design, synthesis and biomedical applications of new
integrin-targeting drugs. In this proof of principle study, we examine the feasibility of
using the resonant waveguide grating technology for analysis of integrin–ligand
interactions by measuring the kinetics of cell adhesion. As a model, the smallest
known natural disintegrin – echistatin from Echis carinatus – was chosen for
inhibition of integrin-mediated cell adhesion. By coating the sensor surfaces with an
RGD displaying polymer film, and using different concentrations of echistatin to
block the cell adhesion molecules in the cell suspensions transferred onto the sensing
surfaces, inhibition of binding was determined using a biosensor assay that uses intact
cells, does not require ligand labeling, or isolation of receptors.
Figure 1 illustrates schematically the working principle of the introduced label-free
cell adhesion assay. First, surface coating of the Corning Epic sensor microplate was
created by incubation with 250 µg/ml PLL-g-PEG-RGD for 30 min at room
temperature. After washing out the excess of reagent by rinsing the surface with 20
mM HEPES HBSS (pH 7.0), biosensor plate was placed into the Epic instrument and
a baseline was recorded for 1 h in 30 µL 20 mM HEPES HBSS (pH 7.0) per each
well. After the stable baselines had been established for all wells, detached HeLa cells
were mixed with the inhibitor solutions at varying concentrations of the investigated
cell adhesion ligand and then 30 µl (containing 8000 cells) of obtained suspensions
were seeded into the wells and biosensor responses were recorded for 2 h. The higher
inhibitor concentration was applied, the lower the biosensor response was obtained
(see the kinetic curves in Fig. 1).
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Figure 1  Schematic illustration of the working principle of the measurement of integrin–
ligand interactions by detecting cell adhesion with the Epic BT biosensor. Prior to
measurement, the bottom of the biosensor wells is covered with a synthetic polymer layer
displaying the integrin ligands. Ligand molecules added to the cell suspensions block
integrins on the surface of the adhering cells, therefore weaken the cell adhesion on the
ligand displaying sensing surfaces. Representative cell spreading curves for low
concentration, high concentration, and without any integrin ligands in the employed cell
suspension are shown. (Reference: I. Székács, et al., Sensors Actuators B Chem. 256, 729–
734 (2018))
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Using this novel methodology, the half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) for
echistatin in living cancer cells was determined to be in the range of 20-40 nM, which
is in agreement with data in the literature. Although this method detects a combined
signal of the number of the adhered cells, it is applicable for rapid, label-free
screening of potential pharmaceutical compounds. Moreover, the present
methodology uses intact cells so there is no need to isolate or label the integrin
receptors involved in binding. In addition, by down-regulating given types of
integrins by RNA silencing or by blocking their action with specific antibodies or
RGD peptides, the binding assay could be used to study the number of various
integrins on the cell surfaces, the integrin-specific affinity of the ligand, as well as
processes that are initiated by these integrins. Finally, this methodology has potential
application for screening natural, as well as newly developed synthetic molecules that
prevent survival mechanisms of tumor cells.
Antibiotic-Induced Release of Small Extracellular Vesicles
(Exosomes) with Surface-Associated DNA
(Lendület LP2012-26/2012)
A. Németh (SOTE), N. Orgovan, B. W. Sódar (SOTE), X. Osteikoetxea (SOTE), K.
Pálóczi (SOTE), K. É. Szabó-Taylor (SOTE), K. V. Vukman (SOTE), Á. Kittel (MTA
KOKI), L. Turiák (MTA TTK), Z. Wiener (SOTE), S. Tóth (SOTE), L. Drahos (MTA
TTK), K. Vékey (SOTE), R. Horvath, and E. I. Buzás (SOTE)
Recently, biological roles of extracellular vesicles (which include among others
exosomes, microvesicles and apoptotic bodies) have attracted substantial attention in
various fields of biomedicine. Here we investigated the impact of sustained exposure
of cells to the fluoroquinolone antibiotic ciprofloxacin on the released extracellular
vesicles. Ciprofloxacin is widely used in humans against bacterial infections as well
as in cell cultures against Mycoplasma contamination. However, ciprofloxacin is an
inducer of oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction of mammalian cells.
Unexpectedly, here we found that ciprofloxacin induced the release of both DNA
(mitochondrial and chromosomal sequences) and DNA-binding proteins on the
exofacial surfaces of small extracellular vesicles referred to in this paper as exosomes.
Furthermore, a label-free optical biosensor analysis revealed DNA-dependent binding
of exosomes to fibronectin (Fig.1). DNA release on the surface of exosomes was not
affected any further by cellular activation or apoptosis induction. Our results reveal
for the first time that prolonged low-dose ciprofloxacin exposure leads to the release
of DNA associated with the external surface of exosomes.
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Figure 1  Label-free optical biosensor analysis of surface adhesion of extracellular
vesicles (EVs). (a) Photograph of an Epic microplate (384-well) is shown
containing biosensors (b)Microplate wells were coated with bovine serum albumin
(BSA) as a control protein or with fibronectin (FN) resulting in a shift in the
resonant wavelength (). Microplate wells were equilibrated with PBS, then BSA
or FN were added to the wells (indicated by the first arrows). PLL-g-PEG was used
in order to block the non-specific binding sites of wells. After 30 min incubation
with PLL-g-PEG,  was recorded for another 5 min (starting points are indicated
by the second arrows), and finally PLL-g-PEG was changed to PBS. (c) Adsorption
of apoptotic bodies (APOs), microvesicles (MVs) and exosomes (EXOs) onto
FN+PLL-g-PEG surfaces (continuous lines) or onto surfaces with adsorbed PLL-g-
PEG only (dashed lines). (d) The  values of EV adsorption onto PLL-g-PEG were
subtracted from adsorption values onto FN+PLL-g-PEG, and were divided by the
 value of EV adsorption onto bare surfaces (as a straightforward normalization
with the mass concentrations of various samples) [85].
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Researchers at the Complex Systems Laboratory use the methods of statistical physics
to investigate evolutionary game theoretic models and dynamic phenomena on
various lattices and graphs. These models offer a general mathematical background to
multidisciplinary research areas (biology, economics, behavior research, etc.). They
extended the analysis of relatedness of folk music and genetics of various ethnical
groups in directions that allow the joint investigation of spatial and temporal
processes.
In evolutionary game theory they use mathematical models to pursue investigations to
explore processes, strategies and relationship systems that develope between selfish
individuals, which support cooperation advantageous for the community. Among the
punitive strategies they have found variations that efficiently help the prevalence of a
behavior representing the common interest in spatial "Tragedy of the commons"
games. Model studies also justified the communal usefulness of exchanging
information that comes at a cost, if a sufficient number of players willing to sacrifice
are present in the community.
In evolutionary game theoretic models depth analysis is based on the ability to
decompose interactions described in matrix form into the linear combination of four
basic games. Systematic investigation of the coordination components cast light on
the existence of social trap situations which are similar to phase-changes known in
solid-state physics. At the level of pair interactions, mathematical analysis of the
components causing the tragedy of commons clearly indicate that the frequency (and
with it the significance) of the separation of individual and collective interests grows
with the increase of the number of strategies in the case of potential games, which
represent a significant subset of matrix games strongly related to physics.
They studied numerically the size distribution of avalanche-like failures in real-world
electric networks with the use of models developed earlier for the synchronization of
oscillation in statistical physics. Models suitable to describe the spread of infection
were used in modular networks to quantify the effect of the topological features of
networks on the speed of very slowly converging processes (Griffith's phase).
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They continued to develop self-learning algorithms suitable to identify clusters
observable in the space of folk music tunes and hereditary genetic codes
characterizing ethnic groups, and to more accurately quantify the measure of
relatedness. The continuous expansion of the folk music and genetic databases and
their completion by archaeological data may even provide a background for the
historical analysis of the migration of peoples.
Effects of Heterogeneity in Power-Grid Network Models
G. Ódor and B. Hartmann
Power-grids are becoming more and more heterogeneous as renewable small (solar,
wind, geothermic) suppliers are connected. Therefore, the danger of
desynchronization may increase. We have studied the effects of topological and
intrinsic (node connection strength) disorder on the second order Kuramoto model
with respect to simple homogeneous lattices. Our aim was to provide a description of
the desynchronization transition, determine the fluctuations and the heavy tailed
failure avalanche distributions, reported in several large blackout events. We have
planned to explore possible Griffiths phases and to provide a measure of danger as the
function of stochastic elements connected.
We have compared the phase synchronization transition of the second order
Kuramoto model, a basic model describing AC electric networks, on 2D lattices and
on large synthetic power-grid networks, generated from real data. While admittance
matrix of the transmission network is based on a real-life example (the Hungarian
power system), matrix of the distribution network is the result of synthetic grid
modeling.
Equations of the second order Kuramoto model for the phases i and the global
coupling control parameter K have been analyzed numerically, using 4th order Runge-
Kutta differential solvers. Here we introduced quenched heterogeneities, via the Aij
intrinsic frequencies of the N nodes, connected via the Aij admittance matrix. For the
inertia parameter we used α=1,3 and we also considered the of Gaussian as well as
exponentially distributed noise terms. We have measured the global phase
synchronization order-parameter and determined the static/dynamic phase transition
behavior. We have also determined the distribution of the duration times from fully
synchronous (R = 1) to disordered (R = 1/N0.5) states, by random sample averaging.
Due to the inertia the transition is of first order type, contrary to the simple Kuramoto
model, exhibiting hysteresis at certain global coupling parameter K (see Fig. 1).
Heterogeneity cannot round the transition to a critical behavior type, the order
parameter fluctuations do not depend on the network size (Fig. 2.). In case of the real
power-grid the synchronization is weaker, but breaks down at a smaller K, than in
case of lattices. The desynchronization duration distributions exhibit scale-free
(heavy) tails below the transition without the assumption of self-organized criticality
conjectured for power-grids. The control parameter dependent power-laws (Fig. 3.)
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suggest Griffiths phases, but identification of rare-region effects has not been
achieved yet [https://arxiv.org/abs/1801.09492].
Figure 1  Comparison of the steady-state
order parameter for different networks:
1000x1000, 2000x2000 lattices, powergrids
1,4,5 and US high voltage grid.
Figure 2  Fluctuation of the steady-state
order parameter for different networks.
Figure 3  Avalanche duration distribution
for power grid 1 at different control
parameters. Dashed lines: power-law fits.
Second-order freeriding on antisocial punishment restores the
effectiveness of prosocial punishment
(OTKA K 120785)
A. Szolnoki, and M. Perc
Economic experiments have shown that punishment can increase public goods game
contributions. However, the effectiveness of punishment is challenged by second-
order free-riding and antisocial punishment. The latter implies that non-cooperators
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punish cooperators, while the former implies unwillingness to shoulder the cost of
punishment. While the threat of punishment has the proven ability to deter would-be
defectors, the associated costs challenge its evolutionary stability. Antisocial
punishment, the deplorable consequence of which is that non-cooperators punish
cooperators, is likewise an important impediment to the viability of punishment. But
just as prosocial punishment breeds second-order free-riders -- cooperators who
refuse to shoulder the cost of punishment -- so does antisocial punishment. Defectors
who do not punish cooperators, and are thus second-order free-riding on antisocial
punishment, provide the missing link that enables a successful coevolution of
cooperation and punishment, even when antisocial punishment is present.
We extend the theory of cooperation in the spatial public goods game by considering
four competing strategies, which are traditional cooperators (C) and defectors (D) , as
well as cooperators who punish defectors (PC) and defectors who punish cooperators
(PD). We show that if the synergistic effects are high enough to sustain cooperation
based on network reciprocity alone, antisocial punishment does not deter public
cooperation. Conversely, if synergistic effects are low and punishment is actively
needed to sustain cooperation, antisocial punishment does act detrimental, but only if
the cost to fine ratio is low. This behavior is summarized in Fig. 1. For relatively
large cost cooperation again dominates as a result of spatial pattern formation.
Counterintuitively, defectors who do not punish cooperators, and are thus effectively
second-order free-riding on antisocial punishment, form an active layer around
punishing cooperators, which protects them against defectors that punish cooperators.
A representative evolution is illustrated in Fig. 2. A stable three-strategy phase that is
sustained by an induced cyclic dominance is also possible via the same mechanism.
Our results reveal an unlikely evolutionary escape from adverse effects of antisocial
punishment, and they provide a rationale for why second-order free-riding is not
always an impediment to the evolutionary stability of punishment. All it needs is
acknowledging that we live in networks, that is, that interactions among us are not
random, but organized [Phys. Rev. X 7, 041027 (2017)].
Figure 1  Full fine - cost
phase diagram of the
spatial public goods game
with prosocial and
antisocial punishment, as







Figure 2  An illustration of how second-order free-riding on antisocial punishment
restores the effectiveness of prosocial punishment. A small domain of PC players (dark
blue), surrounded by a thin layer of D players (light red) is inserted into the sea of PD
players (dark red) in the bottom left corner of the lattice (a). Similarly, a sizable domain of
PC players, but without the protective D layer, is inserted into the sea of PD players in
upper right corner of the lattice (a). While the large PC domain without the protective
layer shrinks over time, the small PC domain with the protective D layer grows (b-f). The
absorbing PC phase is reached after 2000 MCS (not shown).
Study of the effect of prehistoric Human migration processes to
the recent mitochondrial and Y-chromosomal haplogroup
distributions using a new correlation-based self-learning
algorithm
Z. Juhász and H. Pamjav
We present a new self-learning computational method searching for footprints of
early migration processes determining the genetic compositions of recent Human
populations. The data being analyzed are 26- and 18-dimensional mitochondrial and
Y-chromosomal haplogroup distributions representing 50 recent and 34 ancient
populations in Eurasia and America. The algorithms search for associations of
haplogroups jointly propagating in a significant subset of these populations. Joint
propagations of Hgs are detected directly by similar ranking lists of populations
derived from Hg frequencies of the 50 Hg distributions. The method provides us the
most characteristic associations of mitochondrial and Y-chromosomal haplogroups,
and the set of populations where these associations propagate jointly. In addition, the
typical ranking lists characterizing these Hg associations show the geographical
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distribution, the probable place of origin and the paths of their protection.
Comparison to ancient data verifies that these recent geographical distributions refer
to the most important prehistoric migrations supported by archaeological evidences.
Figure 1  Geographical distribution of the Hg association shown in the right upper part of
the figure (Y: Y-chromosomal, Mt: mitochondrial). The Hg association propagates from
East- and Inner Asia (CHI, HUI-Chinese, MON-Mongolian, UYG-Uyghur, KAZ-Kazakh,
TUV-Tuvan, KHK-Khakass, KYG-Kyrghyz) to Eastern Europe (CHU-Chuvash,TAT-
Tatar,UDM-Udmurt) and to the Native Americans (NAS-South, NAC-Central, NAW-North-
Western).
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